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You Will
Know Botany

Katie Lloyd

Ipecac

Ms. Hogmeyer christened the room ‘Jerry’ after her neighbor’s poodle 
that had died last May. They found him belly up in the rhubarb patch; 
the poor fellow couldn’t distinguish his poisonous plant species.  

She told this to her 36 new seventh-grade students, and she told them 
not to worry. “You,” she said, climbing on top of a blue, mass-produced, 
plastic desk chair, “will not have that problem. You will know botany.” 
She was tiny, wrinkly as a grocery bag, and had hands that shook like 
the tail of a rattlesnake. 

The students blinked. Alvin, on the front row, who hated salad and 
rhubarb and didn’t care at all for plants, tapped his foot against the 
speckled, grey carpet. The design hid dirt well, but right under his tap-
ping toe was a strawberry rectangle—probably stained from toast falling 
jam-side down. 

Rhonda, sitting two rows back, counted to see how many seconds it 
would take for her rubber-band-wrapped finger to turn purple. 40, 41, 
42…Maybe it wasn’t tight enough. She wrapped it once more.

But on the second row from the back, River’s black, shaggy hair 
shook slightly, tickling the bridge of his nose as he took notes. No smile, 
eyebrows low, and dark brown eyes rolled sideways. Peripheral vision 
be blessed. His focus was locked on the screen and no one would even 
know. Resting his chin in one palm, his elbow and arm hid a black 
leather notebook. He clenched his abdominal muscles to keep his 
plump stomach from shaking as he wrote furiously. Neatly, he crossed a 

“t.” His cheek stung, and a rubber band dropped onto his black letters. 
Who…?
He jerked his head up and noticed Rhonda’s purple finger and pile of 

rubber bands. 
The SMART Board at the front shone with a picture of a plant with 

long leaves, small white flowers, and berry clusters. 
“This,” said Ms. Hogmeyer, “is Ipecac. Good one to know.” She nod-

ded while tapping her black fountain pen to her grey curls; they flopped 
around her wrinkled cheekbones like molding rotini. “It will make you 
vomit. If only Jerry had eaten this pretty thing after splurging on rhubarb, 
then he would still be with us today.”

River drew a picture with swirling branches, berries, and petals. 
Combing his hair with chubby fingers, he asked himself, “Where can I 
get some?”

Five days later, the cafeteria bustled like always. Students elbowed 
past each other as they made their way through the lunch line to their 
friends near the front. River had no friends, so he stayed near the 
back of the line for a long time. The smell of greasy hash browns and 
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syrup-drowned French toast wriggled into his black T-shirt. It was baggy 
enough that his stomach didn’t stick out too much. Finally, the line start-
ed to wind down and he made some headway.

“Deciding to eat today?” River heard Alvin’s voice, but it was the 
breath on his shirt collar that twisted his stomach and set his chest on 
fire. He dug his fingernails into his palms and, between clenched teeth, 
pressed his tongue against the roof of his mouth.

“Yes,” he said and started deep breathing. Four seconds in, hold for 
four…

Alvin followed him as the line moved a few steps. “Do you think 
that’s a good idea?” He smelled heavily of cologne, like pine and earth. 

Again, River wanted to vomit. Four out, hold four…
This time, he stayed quiet and stepped closer to the girl in front of 

him. She had on a sweatshirt that read “Be Kind” across the back. 
Yeah right, he thought. 

“I’m just trying to help out,” Alvin’s hand landed on River’s shoulder 
like an eagle’s talon. “Wouldn’t want you to stay home from the field 
trip today because you were too heavy for the bus.” 

River continued to ignore him, and finally, the breathing on his neck 
disappeared. Alvin had rejoined his friends who were grinning and 
laughing as they ate. River wondered if they knew what scum they 
harbored.

At the front now, River eyed the trays of French toast, then the plastic 
bowls of salad. He bit his lip, then grabbed the French toast.

Just before checking out, someone plopped an orange bag of carrots 
onto his styrofoam tray, splashing little drops of syrup onto his T-shirt. 
He jerked his head up and locked eyes with Rhonda. Her green eyes, 
which he would normally find very pretty, sparked with something 
sharp. 

She twisted one side of her lips up into a smirk. “Just helping a friend.” 
Then she was gone.
While River was eating his French toast, he fingered a little glass 

bottle in his pocket. 

Ipecac is fairly cheap and easily purchased in stores or online. No 
longer recommended by the FDA, it is still available as a substance to 
induce vomiting. It comes both as tablets and syrup. River found these 
things through a quick web search. He found these things and clicked 
a few buttons. The Ipecac pills arrived three days later in a little glass 
bottle.

He had eaten. He had eaten a lot. He thought about the two-hour 
bus ride to the aquarium. He could already feel Alvin’s warm breath on 
his neck. Standing up, he walked past Alvin’s table on the way to the 
garbage can. Alvin paid him no attention; he was busy trying to put his 
arm around a girl with fluttering eyelashes and bright red lipstick.

On his way to the bathroom, River passed Rhonda, who listened to 
several wildly gesturing girls. They were eating slow and talking fast. 
She also paid River little thought. 

He made it to the bathroom. Soon, they would all be clambering onto 
the bus and be on their way.

Vomit. Brown and chunky with a smell you can taste, like rotten 
tomatoes, battery acid, and a sewer. The fumes burned River’s nose and 
throat and made him heave. The sticky fluid covered the cafeteria floor. 
The vomit was not his. He had quietly snuck back into the mess hall and 
had placed himself near the door where he had a perfect view of the 
show. 

Alvin had puked and was furiously trying to apologize to the red-
lipped girl, who was covered from chest to heels in half-digested French 
toast juice. Her eyebrows tightened, her jaw twitched, and her fists 
shook. It looked like Alvin wouldn’t be getting a date any time soon.

An enormous boom broke the air as the bench at Rhonda’s table 
crashed to the ground. She screeched at the vomit covering her new 
sweater. She was pale like the Ipecac berries River had drawn in his 
notebook, her mouth sagged down, and her eyes were closed. Maybe 
she would throw up again.

River swung his backpack over his shoulder and whispered to himself, 
“Back to class, River, the bus will be here soon.” He reimagined his trip 
to the aquarium. Just him, alone, ignored. 

As he walked back to class, his pocket jingled—tablets in a little glass 
bottle like a maraca in a mariachi band.
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My grandma’s small, white and green A-frame house was connected to the 
old Highway 118 in the middle of the semi-desert landscape that was Utah. 
The dark dust surrounded her home like a perverse infinite ocean. The closest 
neighbors were about four miles away, and having no one close for neighbors 
meant the acres of land and garden could flourish into the green oasis that it 
now was. A child’s perfect idea of a playground. Knowing the rules my grand-
ma had set in place in the beginning of our long visit, my brother and I had 
crept away from the spacious backyard. Neat, except for the pile of last year’s 
leaves and cut grass browned and pushed up against the fence from where the 
wind had decided to leave them. 

Nate was two years my junior and barefoot. Like me, his feet were covered 
from heel to toe in a fine dust of hot, dark earth. He would scrunch up his 
toes together, feeling the grit scratch between them. He was always digging 
his heel into the ground. Ready to run. Wearing an oversized T-shirt from DI 
and cuffed jeans, there was a random assortment of holes and rips in them 
where his knees had worn through. The material was frayed and his skin was 
slightly cracked and had been bleeding, now it had dried and started to flake 
away every time he would lift his leg. His hair was cut short on the sides and 
coal colored; it would’ve been as curly as mine if he let it grow out enough. “I 
don’t want to deal with it,” he’d blow his nose in his hand and wipe his palm 
on the inside of his pants pocket, “I don’t know how you do.” He wore the 
same assortment of freckles on his face as I wore mine on my cheeks, his 
more prominent across his forehead. “Hershey kisses, her she kisses!” And 
Mom would pepper our faces with her lips, menthol and flowers.

I could still see the raised skin underneath his eyebrow; the scarred line 
was now a faint pink and wrinkled, but always there. We had been spinning 
in circles in the living room; my grandma’s rock fireplace was warm. Our 
arms stretched out wide, smacking into one another. One smack too hard and 
Nate had fallen onto one of the jutted rocks, pointed out and away from the 
fireplace, gouging the top of his eye. He stood and started to cry, reaching 
up to his face, the blood running down his hand and arm. “Only a couple of 
centimeters over, and he would have lost it,” the doctor had said, stitching his 
delicate skin. “‘The light of the body,’” Grandma kept saying, repeating it over 
and over as she held him down. Nate slept in my grandma’s lap that night.

The old weeping willow was one of our favorite spots to play under in her 
yard. We would pull back the long flowing curtain that was its vines to find 
an emerald alcove with beams of sunlight dropping through its thin, spear-
shaped leaves, its long thin vines falling towards the carpet of grass that 
lay underneath. We would crack off strands of vines and chase one another, 
whipping each other on the back of the calves and forearms, the welts became 
maps of our daily adventures. From under the canopy, you could see the mas-
sive gnarled and wart encrusted trunk, grayish-green. It had gotten sick a few 
years back, and the gaping hole that had wept and oozed infected sap down 
to the grass was filled and healed over. “My own special remedy!” Grandma 
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yelled down to us from atop the ladder. “You can’t trust the crap they sell 
down at Sullivan’s, they’re always filled with muck.” She smacked another 
large clump of the brown sludge into the hole.

The old willow had grown in between the fence line, cutting off a segment 
of fence at the base of the trunk. We had long ago pushed and pulled the edges 
of the wood, breaking and creating a small hole we could weasel through. I 
remember the splinters in my hands, ones that would stick deep into my 
thumbs. We had wedged our bodies through the opening, taking a few breath-
less moments of silence to stand. And the next moment, we were off, running 
headlong into our Arcadia.

The heat of the sun was beating off the top of my head, hot and blanketing 
my back. I could feel the sweat forming from beneath. Grandma would brush 
my hair in the evenings, still wet from my bath:

“‘…but if a woman have long hair, it is a glory to her: for her hair is given 
her for a covering.’ Ha ha, yours is more of a rats nest than a covering.” 

She would rip the brush through another piece of my tangled hair.
The sun’s rays created a bone-warming feeling of incandescence through-

out our bodies. It was only interrupted by the gentle blow of the sweetest 
smelling wind, luscious gusts of freshly picked green onion, basil, and dill. Of 
rows and rows of blood-red beets and flush, pinked radishes. Of soil covered 
onions, potatoes, and carrots. Of crisp and bitter spinach, lettuce, and cabbage. 
And above all, the smell of her sun-warmed tomatoes.

Her tomatoes were in the centermost row of the garden, warm from the 
sunlight, tender and plump red. These were the sought after treasures we had 
risked our young souls for. There must have been a summer rain the night 
before, because the green leaves of the plant were sparkling with warm dew-
drops in the shade, catching the light of the sun beating over us.

My hands burned to touch them. They felt as hot as the matches I would 
hold, lit between my thumb and pointer finger. I would hold Grandma’s eyes 
with mine, no matter how close to scolding my fingers got. But curiosity 
would get the best of me, and I would look down to see how far her match 
stick had gotten to her skin. And that’s when I would feel the burn. I would 
gasp and fling the match to the floor, sticking my now throbbing digits into my 
mouth to cool them. I can still smell and taste the sulfur, can still feel it cling 
to my throat. She would laugh and blow out her match. “Gotchya.”

A couple of black and white magpies flew up above, talking back and forth 
to each other, gliding over and under one another as they hovered against the 
wind. “Damn flying thieves, every last one of ‘um.” That is when my grandma 
would raise the barrel of her 410 shotgun and aim at the magpie sitting high 
up in the branches of the great willow and fire away. A rain of white and black 
plumes would gently fall to the grass, a silent and slow plunge to the earth. 
Nate and I would always try and catch them on our tongues.

The magpies were the reason the pole with the pie tin had been erected 
in the garden. I remembered hearing the repeated beating of wood meeting 

metal from inside the house early one morning, my grandmother beating the 
post into the earth. It was the rhythm that the entire property woke up to, then 
the sound of a hammer rapping wood taking its place. 

She had nailed in a long strip of old leather to the pole itself, and pierced 
a hole in the middle of the pie tin. She then wove the other end of the leather 
through the hole and knotted it, letting the pie tin swing from the end of the 
leather strip and the top of the pole itself.  The sun’s light would hit the tin, 
causing blazing rays to blind and scare the magpies away, accompanied with 
the obnoxious bang and smack of the pie tin hitting the pole over and over 
again from the wind.

Quiet, except for the tins swinging pattern, we stood there in the heart 
of the garden, catching our breaths with relief. There was a gentle beat and 
breathe to her, we had made it this far, safe. The only way we could have 
gotten caught now was to make a loud noise.

We crouched down underneath the 6-foot tall tomato plants, their vines 
wrapped tightly around the metal hog panel backing. We tucked back the 
green prickled vines and the thin and wide spear shaped leaves, clearing a 
spot on the shadowed dirt, making enough room for the both of us to sit. Our 
heads were shaded from the sun but there wasn’t enough room for our legs to 
fit; they shot out from underneath the plants, giving the tops of our feet and 
toes a rosy burn. The difference of the heated ground and air and the shaded 
underbelly of the tomato plants was staggering, the slight humid breeze 
cooled our bodies down, making the sweat on my back chill.

We could see just how many there really were when we were hidden here. 
Some yellowed with deep sun spots, others green and small, the size of a 
grape or ours thumbs.

If we looked closely at the ropes of vines surrounding us, their spinney 
hairs looked like fibers, a deep green. They always reminded me of her stair-
case. The wide stair case that was always left barren, for they were treacher-
ous to climb and descend. “They’re not that bad,” she’d respond. “You and 
your brother need to quit playing grab ass whenever you go down the stairs.”

Nate brushed the dirt off his hands onto his shirt and looked at me seriously. 
“You got it, don’t you?”
“Of course I’ve got it!” I whisper shouted, reaching into my overalls breast 

pocket. “I’m not stupid.”
I dropped the old tin salt shaker into his grit-covered palm.
I had swiped it from my grandma’s kitchen table earlier that morning. It 

was about the size of a large Duracell battery, with the word “salt” written 
in big block handwriting onto one side with faded black sharpie. He smiled 
down at it. “Just making sure.”

We both looked up at the canopy of green and red above us and began 
picking off tomatoes. They had to be firm, but have a little give in them when 
you squeezed, meaning they were ripe. What was hard was getting them off 
the vine without leaving a sign that we had been there. We would gently pull 
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the fruit from the stem, leaving it with the plant itself, not leaving a trace of 
where the tomato used to be. And with my hawkeyed grandma, she would 
know who the transgressors were.

The tomatoes Grandma grew were massive, one barely fitting into my 
two hands. I picked the fattest one I could see above me and brought it down 
into my lap. I smoothed my hand over the fruit and brought it to my nose; I 
breathed in the musty sweetness of the fruit coupled with the fresh smell of 
hot sunlight hitting dirt. Heaven.

I was broken out of my reverie by Nate bumping shoulders with me. “Quit 
smelling it already, eat.” I watched him rip and tear at his tomato. He had 
already punctured it with his thumbs, breaking the tender flesh and salting it 
with the shaker, the small granules sticking to the wounded fruit. He dropped 
the shaker in the chest pocket of my overalls and gripped the tomato in both 
hands. I frowned, “are you going to eat it, or ruin it?” Nate smiled, “both.”

He took a large mouthful and bit down hard. It gushed out all over his face 
and down his hand, most of it landing on his cheeks. Sinewy pieces landed 
onto his forehead, juice dripping down his chin. He threw up his hand to his 
scarred eye and yelped around the mouthful of tomato, “Ow, damn!”

I burst out laughing, scaring even the magpies that had been resting above 
us. I heard their wings flap loudly. Nate glared at me with his one good eye 
and rubbed the other, only causing me to laugh harder. “It’s not even fun-
ny,” he muttered, wiping his face with the back of his hand. “Yes,” I took a 
moment to try and catch my breath, “it is!” My eyes had begun to water, and I 
was gulping for air. Nate must have forgiven me, because he started laughing 
along with me too. It would start to fizzle out, we would catch our breaths, and 
then bursting out into another fit of giggles.

There was a powerful, blaring bang of wooden fence meeting metal chain-
link. It silenced the air in the garden, ceasing our laughter; quieting the wild 
magpies that had been screeching back and forth overhead, their light bodies 
had been perched on the long thin power line. 

I felt my heartbeat drop down through my stomach and beat deafeningly 
in my ears. I gasped loudly, and Nate smacked his hand onto my mouth. My 
lungs ached for air, I refused to even acknowledge I could breath. Nate had 
dropped the remnants of his tomato from his hand and it had landed splattered 
and desecrated in the soft dirt. The silence gave way to the heavy footsteps of 
our condemner.

 “Come on, move!” Nate was pushing my rigid back, urging me to my feet. 
He gave me an especially rough shove and I landed face first onto the ground. 
He was right behind me, grabbing me sharply by my forearm and hauling me 
to a stand, breaking out into a run. We were out of our sanctuary and in the 
open.

“Go go go!” he huffed, we raced along the row of tomatoes, the hot dirt 
heating our feet and urging us forward. I looked back behind us to see the 
yellow brimmed hat, a halo among the green foliage, stop at where we had 

been hidden, and disappear downward. We took a hard turn left into the corn 
stalks, the last of the tall vegetables in my grandma’s garden, our last refuge 
from her all seeing eyes. 

Nate had let go of my arm and quickly peered through the corn stalks. We 
couldn’t hear footsteps like before, maybe we could make our escape where 
we had entered, the fence opening. He looked back at me, breath evening out 
with relief, “I don’t see her anywhere.”

We caught each other’s eyes, nodded our silent plan, and scattered. We’d 
have to make a break for it toward the old willow, cutting through the pota-
toes, onions, and carrots, and hopping over the dill and garlic. We would be 
out in the open, easy pickings. It would be better if one of us were caught 
rather than both. 

I didn’t even make it two steps forward before I felt a hand grab the scruff 
of my shirt and the other grab the X on the back of my overalls. Those hands 
then hauled me up into the air. It was high enough in the air to see the tops of 
the tomatoes, soaring above her promised land, “My Eden away from Eden.” 
I could see Nate running, breaking through the wall of vines from the big 
willow. He had brought his head back out to face me. He had made it.

Just as fast as I was flying through the air, I was brought back down again 
and dropped back onto the earth, landing roughly on my stomach, taking my 
breath away. I breathed roughly and looked up to see the halo of yellow.

“Caught you red-handed.” I couldn’t see her face, the sun blinding me and 
hitting the back of her hat, I could only make out her white crooked teeth 
behind a half-smile. She pointed down at my side.

I put my head down in shame, feeling the grit of dirt and rock grind into my 
forehead and saw out of the corner of my eye my hand. And in it, the un-eaten 
tomato, squished, mangled, and covered in dirt and rocks. The tomato’s 
insides had been squeezed between my fingers, and ran down the inside of 
my wrist, shaping dried and cracked red veins running up down my forearm. 
I gradually brought myself to my knees, sitting on the balls of my burnt feet. 

“Now, you know I don’t like wasting in my house.” She clicked her tongue. 
“And what a waste indeed.”

I brought my eyes up slowly from the ground to her black boot covered 
feet, up along her jean covered legs. Her knees always popped when she bent 
to grab anything, my ears were popping now. My tear-soaked eyes landed 
and stayed on her hands. I watched her slowly take a hand out of her glove. 
Without it, her hand was a dark tan, veins raised on the top. Covered in scars, 
scraps, and cuts long healed over, she had never felt them when she noticed 
they were fresh. I silently began to cry. 

My quiet sobs breathed through the warm air and I felt a firm hand on 
my shoulder. A soft touch, a heavy sigh. I finally lifted my eyes to find my 
grandma’s face close to mine, and she held a gaze for a moment. I saw disap-
pointment. We had been caught, and now we would pay the ultimate price. We 
would be exiled from the garden.
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If I had wax wings
and learned to fly,
I’d put my face to the sun
and touch the sky.

If you had wax wings
you’d be falling down,

blinded by the sun
into the water to drown.

And if I did fall,
all would stare in awe
at the boy in the sky
who everyone saw.

When you fall,
I am the only one who does see

I know all people die
for wanting to be free.

Is this what I get
for reaching for the stars:
A glorious death
for trying to be free of bars?

Do you have any regrets,
little boy with wax wings:

Do you wish for death
amidst all these bad things?

Maybe it was a mistake.
I shouldn’t have flown so high.
Now I’m left with the fishes,
afraid of the sky.

I think I’ve made a mistake.
I should be more like you.

Make more wishes,
and touch the sun too.

And all I can hear
Can anybody save us?

My father’s voice in my ear
Icarus!

Don’t
Touch the sun!

The Fall of Icarus
Allison Clark

a side 
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had found turned out to be benign rather than malignant.
But more than that, were the little things that went right that I hadn’t 

even realized were going wrong before. The flat white with blond 
expresso that I always got from the coffee shop down the street was 
the perfect temperature. I was able to get the parking spot closest to 
the door in my apartment complex’s parking garage. My wife made 
my favorite meal for dinner: lasagna, with the hamburger meat liber-
ally spiced and a layer of cheese so thick on top that the bites I took 
stretched and stretched and stretched before finally snapping.

So when The Thought Collector returned in my dreams, how could I 
resist? And why should I? I thought as another payment lit my palm and 
was given away. The thought meant little to me, and the power it gave 
me in my waking life was priceless.

Time passed, and she returned again, and again, and again. I accept-
ed her offer every night because I worried what my life would become 
without the luck I’d come to depend on. And what I gave wasn’t much, 
I’d reasoned. Just a stray idea here and there.

Until one day when my wife sat beside me at my writing desk. Like 
the rest of our apartment, it was small, merely a table set up in the 
corner of our living room that was put away when guests came over. 
Though I would normally be annoyed by the intrusion, she’d agreed to 
give me an hour of writing alone if I would give her the time and space 
to work on her online business, I couldn’t be angry. She hadn’t inter-
rupted anything, because I hadn’t written a single word in the past thirty 
minutes.

“Jackson,” she said softly. “What’s been going on with you?”
“What do you mean?” I asked mindlessly as I drummed my pen 

against the table, trying to get my thoughts to align.
“Something’s changed with you. Lately, you’ve been less…you. You’re 

less thoughtful than you used to be. You completely forgot our anni-
versary last week, and while I don’t want you to feel guilty, it’s totally 
out of character. You used to be so introspective and curious about all 
these ideas, like existentialism and psychological theories, and I haven’t 
heard you talk about anything like that recently. You haven’t been able 
to write a word in two weeks when you’d normally have written pages 
and pages. What’s wrong? Is there something going on at work that 
you’re not telling me?”

I paused and the drumming silenced as I thought about her words. 
She was right. The progression had been so slow that I hadn’t realized 
what was happening. Even though work and life was going better than 
ever because of my change in luck, my creativity and identity was 
paying for it. I had to stop making the deals before I lost any other part 
of myself.

I met my wife’s questioning, green eyes as I turned my chair to face 

her. “I’m sorry, babe, I just…I guess I’ve just been a bit preoccupied 
with work lately. I’m sorry. I’ll try to be better about leaving work at 
work. And I’m sorry for missing our anniversary. Do you want to cele-
brate this week?”

She smiled, climbing onto my lap and giving me a peck on the lips. “I 
would love that. Is there anything I can do to help?”

“No,” I said with a smile. “I’m sure it will all work itself out. But thank 
you.” I pressed a kiss to her lips, and she returned it. I cradled her in 
my arms, her soft skin pressed against mine as I held her in a hug. How 
could I risk this for something as silly and superficial as luck?

When the Thought Collector returned that night, I was ready.
“What did you do to me?” I exclaimed. “I can’t think like I used to. 

Can’t write like I used to. What’s happening to me? How do I stop it?”
She returned my challenging gaze with a solemn stare. “You’re giving 

away your deepest and most meaningful parts of yourself. You truly 
thought you could do that and remain unchanged?”

I balled my hands into fists so the frustration had somewhere to go. 
But whether the frustration was directed at me or her, I couldn’t tell.

“If you stop taking my deal now, this will be the last of the change. 
You’ll remain like this, and perhaps you’ll even become the person you 
were before after time has passed. But you’ll be letting go of all the con-
veniences that you have. No more perfect scores on job performance 
ratings. No more perfect dinners with your wife. No more perfect coin-
cidences, like happening to bring your umbrella on a day that suddenly 
goes rainy or having your boss call in sick when you’re supposed to 
present a project that’s not quite finished. Do you really want to give up 
the ease that my penny gives you in exchange for a few extra written 
words in a manuscript you’ve never been able to finish?”

I paused. Maybe she was right. I was changing, yes, but life was eas-
ier when luck was on my side. Maybe if I was more careful about the 
thoughts I gave her, my life wouldn’t change anymore.

“What do you get out of this?” I asked. Though I was partially trying to 
buy myself time to make a decision, I was also curious. Could I trust her 
to be on my side?

She startled me with a laugh. “What could this deal possibly bring 
me? I am a cosmic entity. I exist only to exist. Whether you take this 
deal or not is inconsequential to me.”

“Then why do you want me to do this? Why are you pressuring me to 
continue accepting your deal?”

“I want you to consider everything before you decide, because once 
you’ve made your decision, you can’t go back. I will not return if you 
reject my bargain tonight. I am not personally invested in your decision, 
but if you walk away, I want you to realize exactly what you are losing 
and gaining without attempting to blame me for not knowing the extent 
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of the consequences. Perhaps it would be better for you to walk away. 
Your life is, after all, changing. If you don’t like this new life, you need 
only say the word, and I will leave and never return.”

I felt paralyzed as I tried to decide. Could I stand to lose the comforts 
that luck afforded me? Then, it came to me: I needed more time, and if 
I didn’t decide here and now, she would leave. If I bargained once more, 
I would have another day to think about it and come to a more well-
thought-out conclusion.

“I’ll do it,” I said, holding out my palm and granting her the memory 
of my first roller coaster ride. She nodded solemnly, her face nearly 
expressionless, but as she faded from view, I wondered if I saw the glint 
of a tear in her eye.

The next day, I barely had time to think about my deal with the 
Thought Collector as my schedule filled and I went from work to 
the gym to our makeup anniversary date to baking cupcakes for our 
church’s annual bake sale without a second to sit and think. So, when 
the next dream rolled around, I had to give myself another day to con-
sider it; with it, I gave another memory.

I continued stalling, kept telling myself I’d decide tomorrow, tomor-
row, tomorrow, but the truth was that I couldn’t let it go. The luck I’d 
been granted made my life so much easier. Though I told myself I’d be 
more careful with the memories I gave away, after a while, I had to give 
away precious memories from my childhood—of climbing the tree in 
the backyard with my sister and ice cream cones melting on my hands 
on a hot summer day—and ideas on social change, possible stories I 
could write, and views on life as a whole. My life, my identity, and my 
dreams all became a shadow of what they once were. I watched as my 
world went gray before my eyes, and things I’d once felt so strongly 
about fell apart in my hands. 

But as much as I wanted to, I couldn’t stop. My wife begged me to 
get help and tell her what was wrong, but how could I tell her now? 
How could I tell the most important person in my life that the reason I 
was changing from the person she’d chosen to love into a stranger was 
because I couldn’t be bothered with unlucky inconveniences?

Then one night, the Thought Collector shook her head at my offering. 
I knew it was a pathetic attempt. The light from it barely glimmered. But 
I didn’t know what else to do. Every other part of me was empty. 

“You have nothing left to give me,” she said, sadly, as she turned her 
back on me.

“No,” I whispered, unable to accept the truth. I tried to grab her arm 
to force her to listen and give me a second chance, but my hand went 
through her arm like it was made of mist. She turned to me, placing a 
hand on my cheek. She looked like she wanted to say something, but 
instead, she faded.

“Please!” I cried out as I fell on the ground beneath me. “Give me 
another chance!”

The only response that came was an echo. The sinking feeling in my 
stomach told me nothing would be the same when the dream ended.

Then, I woke. Nothing worked. My thoughts stilted. My body went 
catatonic. My lips froze. Until everything stoppe...
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rain slides 
d
  o
   w
     n
the windows 
obscured with fog
created by the warmth
c r a w l i n g
through the thin slats
on the dashboard
of the car. 
what is life 
if not the sky
split
              ting 
apart as
blinding white spiderwebs 
overhead,
an answering echo of thunder
chasing its heels.
what is life
if not the universe
shrinking 
collapsing 
all to fit inside
the car 
where it is you 
against the world.
what is life
if not comparable
to a sudden thunderstorm 
here one moment 
and—

Gone
Elizabeth Curtis

Belle 1950
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His slow kisses were like ocean waves before a storm 
and if I was Poseidon, 
I would’ve formed tidal waves to quicken the drowning. 
 
His crown was a crooked pillar gravitating toward the ground 
and if I was Michelangelo, 
I would’ve pounded it until it was embedded in his head. 
 
His bed groaned like a soldier lamenting his fallen friend 
and if I was Asclepius, 
I would’ve ended his suffering to give him a second chance. 
 
Our romance was unfinished like a novel being shut for bedtime 
and if I was Shakespeare, 
I would’ve rhymed my life away to write our happy ending. 
 
 
And if I wasn’t me, 
I would’ve given him my everything. 

If I Wasn’t Me
Danica Gary

Acid 

JARED MATTERFIS
Digital Art
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H.H.

Bridget Cunningham

Heartbreak (noun) crushing grief, anguish or distress
Heartbreak is a universal feeling that human beings experience 

throughout life; in fact, the average person suffers from multiple heart-
breaks throughout his or her life. Leading causes include but are not 
limited to: breaking up with a significant other, ending a friendship, or 
losing a loved one.

This test is going to kill me. I can’t believe it’s actually tomorrow. I 
thought I had weeks to review! If there’s any chance I’m passing with 
a high enough score to make the grief staff this time, I’ve gotta cram 
during my grave shift tonight. 

“Oh shit, it’s already 11:30 p.m.!” I quickly grabbed my keys, threw on 
my work jacket, and rushed out the door. 

As I scampered through the automatic glass sliding doors to clock in, I 
was relieved to see the front reception desk was empty, and so was my 
path to the keycard scanner.

“You know you’re supposed to come in through the back entrance, 
right?” a voice said behind me just as I hopped over the desk and was 
about to swipe my work ID. 

I turned slowly, knowing there’s no way whoever caught me could 
have missed a tall, curly-haired brunette boy darting across the empty 
lobby at this time of night. Thankfully, it was just Lillie, another grief 
staff trainee, and not Aunt May. 

“Made it by 11:58 p.m. though!” I said, laughing nervously. 
“Whatever, Hunter,” she chuckled as she came around the corner to 

swipe her ID card behind the desk. “I’m too tired to spend my time 
interrogating you about why you’re always running late for work. I need 
to get a good night’s rest before that test tomorrow. Hope you’re ready 
too!” Lillie paused to yawn, then sauntered through the entrance she 
just scolded me for using. She had already thrown a sweatshirt over her 
work polo and let her hair down from her usual ponytail, so I assume 
she must have had a long day. 

I don’t think I’ve ever seen a time where we weren’t teeming with 
guests of all sorts. Even when I didn’t work here, I can recall Aunt May 
talking about how the hotel was always booming after its grand opening 
ten years ago. Oh well, time to study my training notes. I’ve got to prove 
to Aunt May I have the work ethic it takes to help people as more than 
just a receptionist or bellboy. If I’m lucky, nothing too eventful will 
happen, right?

The brain does not differentiate between physical pain and extreme 
emotional pain. Researchers found that the same brain regions are acti-
vated during experiences of physical pain. 

ex. The physical pain of burning your tongue on hot soup and emo-
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ing to the psychology section, one can suffer the same level of pain 
through “breaking up with a significant other, ending a friendship, or 
losing a loved one.” So that makes me wonder: can one be hurt by 
someone they never fully had to themselves? Love can be unrequit-
ed, and there are fundamentally different types of love one feels. That 
means you can also be hurt when you are the one who hurts somebody 
because you either don’t realize you messed up until it’s too late, or 
had no idea that person cared about you that much…wait, have I gone 
through heartbreak without even realizing it? 

The feelings a person experiences during heartbreak are also compa-
rable to the brain state of a person deprived of food or water.

As I entered Room 281, thoughts began to flood my head:
Why did I decide to come here? I should be fine...right? We may have 

dated for two years, but he cheated on me. He’s a lying jerk! It shouldn’t 
matter so much then, right? I don’t know why I even let Ruth convince 
me that I should stay here. I could’ve just as easily cancelled going to 
this concert, especially because he might still be there…I still can’t help 
but feel like it’s my fault. I wish I was…enough. I gave him everything I 
possibly could.

I hate to say it, but I miss him.
I try to pull my mind away from him and begin to unpack. This 

worked for a solid 30 seconds until I opened my suitcase. Lying on top 
was my favorite sweater, his sweater.

Everything reminds me of him. I can not seem to escape him filling 
my every thought. After finding out he was sneaking away every week-
end to hook up with Emily, I blew up at him. Even when he tried to talk 
things out with me or say it meant nothing, I was too prideful to show 
anything other than contempt for him. How did he have the heart to tell 
me he loved me one day, and fuck her the next? I just...

The prospect of crying never crossed my mind because I was never 
alone. I needed everyone to think I was doing okay. I could handle it. I 
finally had a moment to myself.

Tears began to stream down my face. 

If severe enough, a phenomenon can occur in which people have 
heart attacks under periods of intense grief because so much stress is 
put on the heart. 

So yes, you can actually die from a broken heart.

My rambling to myself was suddenly interrupted by a telephone ring. 
“Hello, how may I help you?”
A whiny, shrill voice came booming through the speaker “Hi, I’m in 

tional pain caused by looking at an old photograph of a lost loved one 
will register in the same area.

This must be the right place. It looks like the pictures from Yelp, but 
it sure is a bigger hotel than I expected. I walked into an empty front 
lobby with soft, warm light and misty blue walls. Somehow it just felt…
peaceful. Then I spotted a boy, oddly enough around my age, dozing 
off at the front desk while staring at a notebook.

“Hi, umm, my name is Jess. Could you possibly help me?” I said tug-
ging on the sleeves of my sweatshirt.

He just stared at me for a moment before coming back to Earth. “Hi, 
I’m Hunter! How can I help you?”

“A friend of mine booked a reservation for me here.”
“Give me just a moment, please,” he said, pulling up files on his 

computer.
After a moment of silence, I asked, “Is this a busy season?” with a 

faint smile as he checked me into a room. 
“We don’t necessarily have a busy season, I guess. Just times of the 

year we most commonly get certain types of guests.” 
 “What exactly do you mean?” I said, perplexed. 

“There are specific times of the year that draw different groups of 
people, such as New Years Day or post-Valentine’s Day.”

“Oh I see…” I said, still confused but pretending that his regurgitated 
manual of an answer explained everything.  

He handed me the key with robot-like customer service, “Have a 
restful visit and thank you for choosing to stay with us during this hard 
time.” 

“Thanks Hunter.” I said with a side smile, then grabbed my suitcase 
and headed upstairs.

The physiological effects of heartbreak are similar to those of a drug 
addict withdrawing from cocaine. Oxytocin levels decrease dramatically, 
activating parts of the brain responsible for fear and anxiety

I handled that customer perfectly! I even quoted from the manual. 
Promotion: here I come. Still, I wish I could have helped her in more 
than just finding her room. She seemed like she needed a friend to talk 
to more than a place to be alone with her thoughts. If I ever ended up 
visiting a place like this, I know I’d take that and a pint of free ice cream 
over a clinical stranger and some continental breakfast. 

Maybe it’s the massive amount of caffeine I had just consumed at 
2 a.m., or the fact I’m cramming weeks worth of information into my 
brain, but I was starting to think about the fact that who says one can’t 
be heartbroken over a relationship that never really happened. Accord-
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mined.” I said, coming out of the door. 
He immediately sat on the patterned carpet floor, patted the ground 

next to him, then offered me a choice of two ice creams. What kind of 
hotel is this? When I agreed to stay here, I never pictured I’d be talking 
to some stranger in the middle of the night who brought me ice cream. I 
guess they weren’t lying online when they said that there was free food 
and personal service; I just assumed it was a complimentary breakfast. 
Yet, here I was, talking to this boy with melancholy eyes that resembled 
the ocean, so full of life yet so uncertain. 

Pain relievers like acetaminophen and paracetamol can actually help 
ease the pain of heartbreak because of the placebo effect.

“So why’d you come here?”
Hunter said through a mouthful of cookie dough 
ice cream.

“Like I said earlier, my friend got  
me a reservation—” 

“Yeah but with every reservation, there’s a reason.
You’re on the 200’s floor, so that means you broke
 up with someone, right?” 

“How’d you know that?” Jess said, shocked.
“Oh, you didn’t know? Each floor is catered to a 
different cause of heartache. I personally think 
it should be based off of types of reactions, but 
that’s beside the point. You’re allowed to be sad. 
It’s also okay if you want to talk about it,” he said, 
spoon halfway to his mouth, staring at the ceiling.

“His name was Zach…” she mumbled softly.
“What?” Hunter said, his focus shifting away
 from his almost empty pint.

“His name was Zach. My boyfri— or rather 
my ex now. I dumped him because he cheated

on me. I’m better off without him now,”
Jess said gazing blankly at the ground.

“But you loved him didn’t you?” he replied 
with a half smile fixed on Jess.

“Well, I thought I did. He was there for me 
through so much…When we were together,
 I stopped feeling so lonely.” Tears began to

 cloud her eyes and her voice started to break.
“Well, it sounds like you had a friend who 
cared enough about you to book you this 
room for your trip, and you’re not alone

Room 283 and the woman next door is being way too loud for me to 
get any sleep. Can you please ask her to quiet down?”

“Of course, ma’am.” She hung up before I even replied and I rolled my 
eyes. “What a Karen.” 

That girl just checked in, didn’t she? Jess was it? Chocolate brown hair, 
bright amber colored eyes, and a college sweatshirt I think. She seemed 
pretty quiet when I had talked to her earlier, but everyone handles grief 
differently in public than in private. 

“Grief staff is off duty til tomorrow morning, so I guess it’s my time to 
shine?” I went into the break room and grabbed a couple pints of ice 
cream from Aunt May’s freezer and two spoons. You can’t go wrong 
with Ben and Jerry’s Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough or Strawberry 
Cheesecake; they are both crowd pleasers. 

There is evidence that emotional tears contain additional proteins and 
hormones that aren’t found in the two other types of tears. These may 
have relaxing or pain-relieving effects that help regulate the body and 
help it return to its normal state.

Violently sobbing is a workout, and you can’t change my mind. 
Suddenly there was a knock on my door followed by “Umm...hello? 

This is Hunter from the front desk. I know it’s a bit late, but would you 
mind coming to the door?”

Rushing to the door, I vigorously rubbed my eyes in an effort to get 
rid of any remaining mascara and blew my nose quickly. Passing a mir-
ror along the way, I stopped to take a breath and compose myself.

Opening the door just a crack, I peeked my head out “Hello, do you 
need something?” 

“Ummm, I uhh..Well, I was asked to tell you to quiet down by 
someone on this floor, but it’s also part of our job here to make sure 
our guests have the opportunity to go through their pain however they 
need,” he said awkwardly, “I just wanted to see if I could help you?”

“Oh, no, I’m alright. Thank you, though.” I said, starting to shut the 
door.

“Wait! I’m actually part of the grief staff; please let me help you!” He 
avoided any form of eye contact and appeared frazzled. He was lying 
through his teeth.

“Is that really true or are you just trying to mess with me? Because I 
don’t think it’s funny if you are.” I said, staring fiercely into his eyes.

“I’m not trying to mess with you, I promise. Scouts honor!” he said, 
playfully saluting. “I just can tell when someone needs a friend…I 
brought free ice cream if it’s any consolation.” His voice softened as he 
pulled out spoons from his jacket pocket. 

“Oh, alright, I suppose we can talk in the hallway if you’re so deter-
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Emotional healing is not like physical healing. While physical healing 
requires rest, emotional healing requires work.

Hours had passed, and lives spilled. I guess sometimes all you need 
is someone to talk with. I never thought working here meant someone 
would come along to help me too. Maybe sometimes all you need to 
get through heartbreak is knowing you’re not alone. 

The next morning, I checked Jess out of her room. I may have had a 
hundred thoughts bouncing around my head, but all I could manage to 
sputter was our standard farewell: “Thank you for stopping at heart-
break hotel. May your heart be filled with peace, and your grief come 
to cease.” 

She smiled.
She had finally begun moving past her heartbreak, and I had just 

begun to discover mine.

right now. I’m here.” Hunter absent-
mindedly scraped the bottom of the carton.

“I guess that’s true,” 
Jess said, smiling slightly back at him.

By now he was jabbing the carton as though
he was hoping more would magically appear.

“This feeling won’t last forever. Trust me.”
“Oh yeah, you ever been through heartbreak, 

lover boy? I bet you leave trails of broken
 hearts everywhere you go.”

“No! I mean yes. No? Well, no.” His spoon 
shoots through the bottom of the container,
 similar to a harpoon. “I don’t break
 hearts consistently, and yes I’ve been hurt.
 I’ve never gone through an actual break up…” 
He said, flipping the carton upside down,
staring at quizzically, as though it held 
the answers he was looking for.

Slowly taking away the broken carton and nudging
 her mostly full one towards him, she began to explain,

“Imagine having no choice but to cut off the one
 person in your life that you could always trust.

 It’s like losing a limb. Having someone 
you could tell everything to then losing that 

in the blink of an eye.” 
“I’ve kinda had to do that before…” For the first 
time, he sets his ice cream down. “He was my
best friend. Once we got into college, he started 
developing an alcohol and drug addiction. One 
night we got into a fight because I found out
he hooked up with the girl I was into at the time. 
So I told him to fuck off and because of that 
he died.” 

Her voice, quieter than before, “How?”
“Instead of calling me to pick him up like 
usual, he tried driving…” He choked on his words.

“That’s not your fault though.”
“Maybe it is, maybe it isn’t. I just know I don’t
want to leave anyone else feeling that alone again. 
Time heals, but it can be hard to let go.”

“It sounds like you may need this hotel more 
than some of the guests,” she replied kindly. 
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Why are most men so weird about skin care?
I don’t understand what’s going on there.
Like, I get that you wanna be macho and burly,
but why’s looking clean and smelling nice gotta be something girly?

Men look at shampoo like it’s something to be ashamed of,
and if we’re pointing fingers, I blame Dove —
with their whole “Men+Care” thing, they capitalized on those fears,
so then men have been buying sub-par products for years.

Look, now and then I spend the night at my brother’s house
and in their shower, I can tell what’s his, and what belongs to his beautiful spouse.
I ask myself, do I want to smell like frankincense or maybe cherry blossom?
Hell yeah, that’s awesome!
I mean, the Old Spice bottle with a dragon on it looks pretty dope,
but is it worth smelling like a chemistry lab? Lol, nope.

And don’t think this is about shampoos alone,
my little crusade here extends to cologne!
Women get to smell like real things: Hibiscus or Peach.
Men’s options are essentially Spiced Rum and Bleach.

I’ll wrap it up now, I’ll cut to the chase:
it’s okay to care for your hair, skin, and face.
So I’m rising up, men, these nonsense norms to eschew,
and if you don’t join the revolution, I’ma smell better than you.

Fragrant
Abe Daye

A Grain of Salt 

AARON LINKOGLE
Polaroid 600
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She held a whole galaxy of nightmares.
 Inside of her, they danced around a soul.

It sparked and fought for its dreams, unaware
that the darkness had taken its control.

The nightmares leaped around reality
as the spirit faded to destruction.

Hope flickered in the soul’s mortality
when the demons forgot their abduction.

Too focused on destroying joy and light
they overlooked the broken faith still here;

howling victory to inky twilight,
the soul began to overcome its fear.

She cried out rebellion, unafraid.
Dreams descended in an icy cascade. 

Galaxy of Nightmares
Bethany Hammer

Little Fingers on Glass
Canvas of green and blue
Nothing for me to do
Except let the world pass

I think I am made of glass
I pass jubilant figures in the hall
But no one is noticing me at all
I will just let the world pass

A heart made of broken glass
My feelings had me thrown in dirt
Never again will I be hurt
I will let the world pass

People throwing shards of glass
They want their deliverance
Their shards make no difference
They should learn to let the world pass

My entire life made of glass
I don’t see a single friend
Alone to the very end
Because I let the world pass

Glass World
Allison Clark
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Unsettled Thoughts

AARON LINKOGLE
Polaroid 600

Regrowth 

AARON LINKOGLE
Polaroid 600
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That sun of valley days when clouds
bid the sky adieu and leave nothing but
a hat to block the heat, a hat turned backward,
an oven turned on and forgotten,
and on the horizon, a wind of change,
but no change comes without work
Dad used to say, so I go to work.
I imagine the September home when leaves
dove like birds on their first trip down,
caught by laughing brother and sister and self,
the trees and the breeze proclaiming their intimacy
as their orange petals fell, their red flowers fluttered,
into waiting hands—
then the lonely breeze of the desert,
with no trees to reply, “I love you.” 

Northeast Nostalgia
Max Barnaby

Calm 

ANDREW LEE
Digital Painting

A Horse and His Boy 

ANDREW LEE
Digital Painting
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So here we sit, bathed in gold-blue light,
A retro-archaic theatre  
For our retro-archaic romance,
An echo chamber host to our intertwined laughter.

Here among the pastel murals of Greek gods,
Hermes, his ankle wings still, 
Retires for the evening first,
Aphrodite’s message wholly unnecessary.
Poseidon and the rest boon us their eager gaze, worthy 
Of their thunderous gifts, all while cursing 
Damning curses at our divine mortality. 

Earlier, an hour before we had stepped
Arm in arm to the neon pink Marquis, 
I caught my beard fixed 
In your emerald eye in the vanity mirror    
As you readied. I know you wondered,
Then questioned. Then stopped your song. 
And you saw me in the mirror, smiling
Your same deep smile, 
Asking me the same silent question.  
You turned to the basin, your mouth 
A pomegranate aflame, shone 
So pink, your hot skin drinking 
The cool water of splash 
Upon splash upon splash 
Wrought by your playful hands. 
I feasted upon each seed of that deep 
Fruit when I kissed you 

In the dark long,
Long ago:
Damned delicious. 

The Gods of
The Rheem Theatre
Michael DuBon

Against All Logic Vinyl 

JARED MATTERFIS
Digital Art
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pulled her platinum hair—even lighter than his own—into a messy bun.
“Not yet,” he answered. “But soon. I can feel it.” 
Hannah snorted. “Don’t get your hopes up. The only dead things 

you’ll find here are some mice and your love life.” 
Bitterly, he glared at her. Now he wished she hadn’t come along. 

“Oh don’t look so pathetic. I wouldn’t say it if it weren’t true!”
Ignoring her, Spencer examined some rocks on the ground. They 

appeared normal to him, but Hannah didn’t need to know that.
“What is it? Have you found something?” she asked, standing on her 

tiptoes to look over his shoulder.
“No, it couldn’t be,” he started. He moved a rock closer to his face. 
“What? What couldn’t be?” Hannah demanded to know. She tugged at 

his arm, trying to get a glimpse of the rock. 
“I think the ghost is possessing me!” Spencer pulled a marker he had 

brought out of his pocket as Hannah looked on in horror. 
“Spencer! Spencer this isn’t funny!”
Making his hand tremble like a ghost really had control of his arm, 

Spencer wrote shakily on the light rock. 
“It’s writing, it’s writing.” Spencer shook his hand around some more 

for dramatic effect, shutting and opening his eyes to appear as if pain 
seized him. “Hannah loves Jesse?”  He smirked and showed her the 
rock, shining the flashlight over his chicken scratch. 

“Shut up!” Hannah shouted. She grabbed the rock from him and threw 
it on the floor. “And that’s not true!”

“Sure it isn’t,” he mocked her. “You swoon whenever he walks in the 
room, but that’s just a thing friends do, right?” 

Hannah shoved him. “Jerk.” 
“I wouldn’t say it if it weren’t true!” Spencer alluded to what she had 

said earlier. She rolled her eyes. 
“Whatever. Let’s find this fake ghost of yours and get out of here. I can 

hardly breathe.” She strolled in front of him, moving her head up and 
down as if she actually knew what to look for. 

After a while, they both were surveying different parts of the mine. 
Hannah inspected the minecarts, while Spencer examined the walls of 
the shaft. He felt something cold blowing at his neck and grunted. 

“Hannah. Quit doing that. It won’t scare me.” 
“Doing what?” Hannah shouted from across the mine. Spencer turned 

around. 
“I felt you blowing on the back of my neck,” Spencer said. He walked 

over to her. It was inconceivable that she could have ran to where he 
had been and back in a matter of seconds. 

“Well, I didn’t,” Hannah answered. Then, in a lower voice, asked, “Do 
you think the ghost did it?” 

The hair on his arms stood up. The ghost was here. He whipped his 

head around to where he was before, but no ghost emerged. 
Clang!
Their bodies jolted in reaction to the noise from the left. A bucket had 

fallen down from its place on a wooden stool. 
“Just the wind, right?” Hannah asked. She moved backwards, a step in 

the direction of the elevator. 
“Right,” Spencer said, though he didn’t believe it. Could it be a ghost? 

A real ghost! 
He felt something slide across his ankle. He glanced down cautiously. 
No earthworm crawled over his skin. No snake. Just blank space. No 

reasonable explanation to the sensation. 
“Spencer,” Hannah whispered, tugging on his sleeve. “We should 

leave.” Her voice was modulated by slight tremors, and her pale hands 
shook. He caught sight of her face. The blue of her eyes turned lumi-
nous in the dark, triggered by something not of this world. 

His heart thudded in his chest. 
Before he could turn and get them both out of there, a prodigious 

wind blew them over onto their backs. 
Spencer was the first up. He was the first to see the firelight of the 

lanterns turn cerulean, brightening the whole cavern up in hues of azure 
light. He gazed on in wonder as diamonds began to reveal themselves 
in the cracks of the walls, gleaming in the light. At the same time, he sat 
there paralysed with fear as a honeyed voice began to sing.

Hannah, don’t you remember? Don’t you remember?
Hannah shuffled backwards at this. She remained on her back like 

a child doing a crabwalk. Her blue eyes glowed as she looked at her 
brother, fear consuming her features. 

You haven’t told him? You haven’t told him about me? Hannah, don’t 
you remember?

Hannah winced in pain and reached her hand up to grip at her head. 
The wind picked up, causing her stray, white hair to dance. 

“Hannah, what’s going on?” Spencer demanded. He tried moving to 
her, but the gust pushed against him. 

“I don’t know!” She screamed. Desperately, she gripped at the railing 
of the mine tracks. “I don’t know what it’s talking about!”

Spencer moved his head around, trying to get a glimpse of the ghost. 
A flickering white shape swayed at the corner of the mine. He squinted 
his eyes to get a closer look at it. 

He saw a thin girl with wistful, glowing eyes. He swore he had seen 
those eyes somewhere before. The girl’s long, white hair fanned out 
around her, curling under her floating feet. She wore a long, white dress 
that matched her skin and hair. Her eyes shone with melancholy. 

Hannah gripped his elbow. She had made her way over to him with-
out him even realizing. Sometimes, her vigor surprised him. 
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“We have to go,” she urged him. Her skin seemed even paler than 
usual, and her newfound pallor made him worry. Although he wanted 
to keep observing, he nodded in agreement. 

They stayed to the ground to resist the wind and crawled over to 
the elevator. As soon as Hannah touched it, however, it went crashing 
down to the floors below. 

They were trapped. They would be prisoners of the mines for all eter-
nity, never to see a drop of daylight again. Spencer’s heart jumped to his 
throat. They would be prisoners if they survived tonight. 

Hannah, don’t go so soon. Hannah!
Hannah shuddered beside him, refusing to face the ghost. It hadn’t 

moved any closer since Spencer had last seen it, but he felt that would 
change soon. 

“Hannah, do you have any idea what it’s talking about?” Spencer 
shook her by the shoulders. “Ghosts stay on earth when they have 
unfinished business. Is there anything you know about it?” 

Hannah shook her head rapidly. “No, no, I don’t!”
Hannah, Hannah, Hannah. 
The ghost sang her name like a lullaby, though the melody had the 

opposite effect. It slowly moved closer to them, inch by inch—an ago-
nizing pace. 

“Okay, if you don’t know, I think there’s another method,” Spencer 
said, willing Hannah to help him out. 

“What is it?” she asked. Her eyes still glowed like sea sparkle. 
“We have to find its skeleton. If we can burn any part of its skeleton, it 

will send the ghost away.” 
Hannah nodded. “The skeleton. Okay, got it.” She rose to her feet, 

and though the wind still pushed her back, she managed to inch her 
way forward. 

“Be careful!” Spencer hollered. His pulse drummed against his skin, 
horror filling him to the brim. 

Luckily, Hannah’s flaring eyes let him see her in the dark. He watched 
as she rolled past the ghost in a somersault and went to where it 
hovered before. Had he told her that’s where it would be? He couldn’t 
remember. 

Hannah, you wouldn’t do that to me, now would you? I’m the whole 
reason you’re—

Hannah launched the skull so it went through the ghost’s head. The 
ghost screamed. Strange. He didn’t know ghosts could be hurt. He’d 
have to record that in his journal later. 

He caught the skull and stood to dash to the nearest lantern, but a 
renewed gust of wind stopped him. It raged like it hadn’t before, calling 
up dust from the mines and creating a flurry of soot. His eyes watered 
as the dust blurred his vision and entered his lungs through his nose, 

setting them on fire. 
He heard someone call his name, though he couldn’t be sure if it 

came from the ghost or Hannah. Everything moved so fast that he 
couldn’t make sense of it. One minute, he had the skull in his hands, 
gripping onto it firmly. The next, the skull was gone, pulled from his 
grasp with the force of the crane he had seen before entering the mines. 

He should never have entered the mines like this. Now Hannah 
and he were both pre-corpses that Jesse would discover on his shift 
tomorrow. He would never taste Hannah’s pineapple upside-down cake 
again!

Still on the ground, Spencer crawled around, searching for something, 
anything. He felt something cool and smooth, but he couldn’t tell what 
exactly. He inspected it with his finger, discovering a circular metal 
band with a hole in it so he could slip his hand through. 

The wind ceased. Dust fell to the floor, and Spencer opened his eyes 
to see again. He coughed up the earth that had snuck inside of him, 
struggling to breathe in any air the mines had left in them. His limbs 
shook underneath him as he fought to keep himself upright. 

When he got over his coughing fit, he regarded the object he had 
in his hand: one of Hannah’s bracelets. But she hadn’t been wearing it 
tonight, had she? In fact, he didn’t think he had seen her wear it for a 
whole year. 

He whipped his head up to study the ghost again. White hair, white 
skin, bright blue eyes. No, it couldn’t be. 

His eyes moved to his sister—what was left of her. Her bun had come 
undone so her hair fell at her shoulders. But the tips had turned black, 
and the color slowly moved up to her roots. She turned her head to 
look at him, and he saw what he had feared most in the world. 

Crimson. 
Spencer stumbled backwards. He had read about demons before in 

mystery books from his mother’s study. Dark hair, red eyes. They could 
take up the form of any human they killed. They could take a human 
soul once a year, on the sixth full moon. Tonight had been that moon. 

“Hannah?” He murmured, looking at the ghost. It only nodded, and he 
let out a sob. 

His sister was dead. 
“It’s not too late,” the demon growled, voice unrecognizable as his 

sister’s. “I can still take your soul.” It glared at him with scarlet eyes, 
striking fear into his heart. 

No! the ghost—his sister—cried as the demon launched for him, 
freezing it in time. Pain overtook her features as she tried to hold the 
monster back. She turned to him. Burn them, she said, motioning to the 
bracelet and skull on the floor. 

He shook his head. “But then you, you will…” 
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The ghost looked at him solemnly. It is time, little brother.
With tears threatening to run down his cheeks, he nodded to her in 

understanding. He lifted the skull from its place on the floor and carried 
both items to the lantern, tossing them in the fire. 

The demon screamed, shifting into the earth it came from, then into 
nothingness. Spencer watched as his dead sister faded into oblivion.

I will always love you, little brother. 
He stood alone in the mine. The elevator dinged as it came back up, 

the damage from the ghost’s frenzy restored. In a daze, he stepped into 
the elevator, which propelled him to the night sky above. 

Hannah was gone, and he was alone in the world. 
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EX. 01 — DREAMS: Close your eyes, what do you see? Spin yourself a tale, make your mind 
a needle and your imagination the thread. Stitch yourself a new memory, a new world, a new 
life; this place is you and you are this place; it can become whatever you wish. Limitations 
are suggestions, time an illusion, and you are a newborn god amongst the figments you have 
spawned. Who do you wish to become? You slip into different skins/lives/worlds as one slips 
on a pair of shoes. Some are well worn, others stiff, nevertheless, you love them all the same. 

EX. 02 — GREED: Open your eyes, what do you see? Humans are carved from hunger and 
so they walk a delicate line, the slightest slip and they fall too far, too fast. When you fall 
to the jaws of temptation, your heart will begin to sing a tune of damnation, your eyes ever 
searching and your hands always grasping just out of reach of what you desire most. For 
you will want more, more, more, and it doesn’t matter how much you gain, how much you 
consume, for you will never be satisfied. Dissatisfaction breeds greed, greed corrupts people, 
and people devolve into monsters. Look in the mirror; you’re not who you used to be.

EX. 03 — NIGHTMARES: Close your eyes, what do you see? Be wary now, for they tell you
to kill your demons— and so you did, ripped it limb from limb, blood staining your hands,
adrenaline screaming in your veins —but what no one tells you, is that even demons can 
come back as ghosts. And what do you do, when the monster beneath your bed moves into 
your head? Build a fortress of broken desires and cut yourself on the molten edges. Arm 
yourself with your secrets that drip in oiled lies, but don’t bother to pray; there is no other 
god here. There is only you, a self-made god, and your nightmare, a self-made demise. A 
fitting death, a poetic death, the only kind of death for someone like you.

EX. 04 — THE UNIVERSE: Open your eyes, what do you see? A never-ending ouroboros 
as the universe devours itself over and over again. Worlds folding in upon themselves and 
fragments unfolding, holding echoes of their former glory and mutating into something new 
before rupturing once more. Fissures being mistaken for constellations, stars holding bated 
breaths before collapsing, creations taking their first steps, plants stubbornly clinging to 
unyielding surfaces. On and on it goes, life and death dancing hand in hand, waltzing along 
the pathway of infinity, crushing you underfoot without a second thought.

—HONESTLY, DID YOU THINK
THIS WOULD END ANY OTHER WAY?

GREED & OTHER
INFINITE THINGS
Elizabeth Curtis

Bitmap Exploration Number One 

JARED MATTERFIS
Digital Art
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There is something romantic in how little I cherish you.
God, we would be a fantastic rom-com
if only I could be as easily broken as
Kate Hudson or Drew Barrymore.
That’s what you say now, isn’t it?
That I was too stubborn, too driven to truly hold your heart.
I wish I were the emotionless bitch
you imagine me to be. 

How to Lose a Guy
Lyndsey Kay

Native American Woman 

LYNDSEY WALL
Conté Pencils
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Do not come to me
When your heart
Has just been broken
And you need a band-aid
To slow the bleeding. 

I will carve deeper into the wound
And invite the blood
To pool at your feet.

I will force you
To learn the name of your pain 
And make it a blistering memory
 
I will teach you
To take the world by the throat
Before it cauterizes your own

Do not come to me
When you need a band-aid
Because it’s better
To rip it off.

Tough Love
Taylor Huxley

New York Fashion Week Flyer

JARED MATTERFIS
Digital Art
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I would cry as a child in my mother’s arms, pushing away at her 
chest to give me some space. Yet, I accepted you, a woman who was 
a mistake created from a relationship in my father’s youth. He was 
nineteen. A nineteen-year-old who didn’t know how to be a dad, 
who wouldn’t learn how to become one until it was too late. 

But I see the way he looks at babies, holds them tenderly in his 
arms like he’s never seen anything more bright. I think he wanted to 
be your father but couldn’t find the right answer that would please 
your mother. He never talks about anything from his past. I think he’s 
been trying to forget who he is at the bottom of the sixteen-ounce 
Bud Light he drinks every night.

You never learned to call our dad anything but the man that gave 
you life, and I think that’s why I never learned to call you my sister. 
I answer, “One brother,” to the question of “How many siblings 
do you have?” because at least my brother didn’t like me because 
he knew me. He always aimed to push my buttons until I finally 
broke, lashing out screaming with my fists. My mother had to stand 
between my brother and me when we were brushing our teeth so 
our bathroom mirror didn’t shatter from our punches. My brother 
didn’t like me because he knew me, but I still claim him as my blood.

I never understood the in-and-out role you played as our bigger 
sister. It felt like you were waiting for your falling star to grant you a 
different family than mine. The only way you knew how to love us 
was with green bills. We went bowling, mini-golfing, sang Christmas 
carols under twinkling lights at the holiday show downtown with 
vanilla hot chocolate warming our hands, and adventuring Lagoon 
amusement park rides that could make you throw-up sick in the 
sticky, summer heat. It was only in a single instance, when you 
bought two new puppies, that made you feel like you wanted to be 
with us. You threw pillows in the living room and bought premade 
dough with a big bag of pepperonis to decorate with cheese. We 
watched it bubble in the oven and ate every bite.

Why couldn’t you find more love that wasn’t paid for? 
The timeline of our years blurs together, flashing in my mind like 

highlights of a football game. I remember driving home in that old 
green pick-up truck that smelled like faded cigarettes and black 
coffee that belonged to your soon-to-be husband. The sun was bright 
and warming my arm through the window. Your voice came from the 
front seat, barely reaching my ears over the soft music that played 
from the radio. You were talking about your wedding, talking about 
the role you wanted my brother to play in it. I imagined being the 
flower girl, tossing the white petals behind me as I walked down the 
aisle in a purple dress with a sash that tied behind me. 

When you asked me instead to hold your dress behind you as you 
walked, leaving me in another coat of dust, it made all the air in my 
stomach deflate. It felt like a role you were making up because you 
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already asked your brother’s kid to be your flower girl.
I think you spent your years expressing your anger towards my 

dad by sharpening me as a weapon to get back at him because he 
didn’t leave on my second birthday and stayed around to make me 
scrambled eggs for Easter for years following. I think you hated us 
both for that. You’ve spent years cutting your fingers from holding 
onto the rope of your bitterness.

I, your polished weapon, preferred you to teach me how to drive 
because my parents were too afraid of saying the wrong thing to 
leave me with any lessons. You would try to talk to me about the 
struggles you were having with your husband about conceiving 
a child in an hour drive to Idaho. You talked in detail about the 
intimate times you shared with him as if we have ever been that 
close. As if we’ve ever been those types of sisters.

It made me feel like the color black.
That was the most time I’ve ever spent with you during those few 

weeks it took to teach me how to drive. I learned more about you 
during those drives to Idaho than in the last fifteen years of knowing 
you. To this day, I still don’t think I would know how to describe you. 
The easiest trick is to hide you up my sleeve. My friends go years 
without knowing you share my blood.

Your blood has a family tradition. Your mother makes blankets for 
everyone in the family, handmade, woven with love so you always 
feel warm and remembered. You gave one to my brother and me, but 
they weren’t woven with love. They were woven with a responsibility 
you had to fulfill, disguised by something love-like that’s been 
hollowed out for years.

It wasn’t including us. It was pretending to.
The blanket stays wrapped up on the top of my shelf at my parents’ 

home. I couldn’t find a use for it. When I find myself staring at 
the purple and pink blanket with owl eyes that glow in the dark, I 
wonder if we’re the same in your eyes: useless, gathering dust.

On one of those rare days that you would invite my brother and 
me to your home, you presented me with a gift. It wasn’t my birthday 
or Christmas. It was just a Friday. You gave me a necklace with the 
message “born to write” on the circular pendant. In the time that my 
own mother didn’t believe in me being a writer, this felt like a cloud 
finally light enough to pass over the mountain. It was like the sun 
was breaking over the horizon and I was feeling its warmth for the 
first time. 

I thought you tuned me out like the way you tune out the radio 
when I told you I spent my summer writing any chance I could on 
my brand new laptop. It was the first time I ever really met you, saw 
your silhouette in the fog, shook your hand hello.

Still, it was an afterthought to tell me you were pregnant. You were 
aware of the gender when you came into my work by happenstance. 

You told me on your way out the door in a passing conversation, 
right after asking me how school was going. I came home as the 
messenger to my oblivious parents. I knew then we were a burner 
you forgot to turn off. You’ve spent years misplacing the time you 
said you made for us.

Our weekends spent together turned to only hearing from you on 
birthdays and Christmas, but even then you appeared months late. 
You’re a ghost of a role that you failed to meet so when your baby 
was born, I said goodbye in place of my hello because she’ll never 
truly be my niece.

I no longer accept your half love from your half attempt to be 
my sister. You should know my father’s faults are not mine, and I 
am more than a weapon for revenge. My strings can no longer be 
pulled to make me love you more than my dad because at least my 
dad could make it to my graduation and band recitals and award 
ceremonies.

The summer before college, you took me out for lunch. The 
dark oak tables around us were occupied with loud laughter and 
conversations. Our table had uncomfortable air circling between 
you and me and made me forget to breathe. The short distance 
between each other taught me that your eyes are brown. You asked 
me what I wanted to be when I grew up while we were waiting for 
the appetizer you insisted we order. I told you I wanted to be a writer. 
In between the silence, you told me I would end up like my waitress 
mother if I didn’t change my mind.
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Sadness wants to take over my pancreas 
when death brushes my hair, 
makes hot chocolate with me 
and plays in piles of leaves,
matching my holiday sweater. 
Sadness wants to take over my pancreas 
when Death rides bikes with me 
and explores every creek.   
 
Sadness gets jealous and decides 
to take my pancreas. 
It creeps in under the moonlight, 
after my black is hung up in my closet 
and tugs and squeezes my pancreas– 
reminds me, demands attention from me. 
Sadness takes my pancreas, 
so my pillowcase gets stained 
and my black comes out of my closet 
to rest under my eyes. 

Sadness takes over my pancreas 
so my stomach feels full but never satisfied
and my favorite foods go untouched;
so my holiday sweater doesn’t fit right anymore  
and It can stroke my ribs like a washboard. 
Sadness takes over my pancreas
and I stop growing. Add an inch? 
Take an inch. 

Sadness takes over my pancreas until 
I’m small enough for Sadness to hold all on its own, 
to cradle my pancreas, pet my ribs 
and brush my thin hair.   
    

Sadness Takes Over
My Pancreas
Brianna E. McBride

Palestine

ALTHEA NEUSTAEDTER
Oil Paint
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Surely you can hear it if you listen closely enough. 
It whispers through the woods, 
resonates in the snow, 
vibrates deep within the ancient stone, 
runs freely with the water. 
It twirls through the crisp air, 
tenderly caressing your face and tickling your nostrils. 
As dirt trickling to the ground,
it escapes your grasp 
and leaps at you as vibrant compositions of color. 
You can hear it singing betwixt the trees 
and gently humming throughout the surrounding giants in their majesty. 
It can be seen in the mellow gaze of passing life, 
or taking flight elegantly towards the clouds. 
Swirling through your fingers and glittering brilliantly in the ebony sky, 
it welcomes you warmly into its great domain, 
beckoning you to its most intimate places, 
its each and every heart, 
sharing wholly and entrusting its body and soul. 

This is the realm of liberation, 
the avenue of peace. 
This is the land of the titans, 
whose halls echo the great beyond, 
the divine grandeur of cosmic infinity. 
Here rings the greatest symphony of all. 
Here is adventure. 
Here is serenity. 
Here is friendship, 
love,
and joy. 
Connection. 
Passion.
Harmony.

Wasatch Pine
Jared Clawson

The appetite of the adventurous soul,
reaches its repletion upon these rocks,
high above the treeline, ascended into the fresh alpine air.
Heeding the most urgent of calls, 
those of the triumphant mountaintops,
one learns of journey,
authenticity,
strength and weakness,
determination.

Here the troubled mind quiets,
glorious vistas of a greater nature opened up to it,
and beside flickering flame through a whispering wood,
it is well.

Here the greatest joy is shared,
bright smiles exchanged,
laughs echoed,
love found,
and radiant faces beamed.

It’s into these wilds that the it-seeker retreats,
for spiritual revolution,
for discovery and truth,
to receive the sacred message of the eternal unspoken,
of which lost ones are found,
and the illusioned are freed.

It is the Wasatch Pine.
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Sweet Trip

JARED MATTERFIS
Digital Art
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I imagine a ribbon, floating, 
twisting and curling in the gentle
current against the ocean’s floor 
would move the way you do. 

I imagine three drops of dye plopped 
into a cup of water, a black cloud 
distilling into a container of the night sky
would sink the way ink will do. 

I imagine a ballerina, slow,
controlled in her craft as muscles
sway through air, light as a marionette,
would move the way you do. 

I imagine the pop of Tupperware
and the audible release of pressure
when I yawn on an airplane
would sound the way you do. 

I imagine learning breaststroke
as a child. The way my legs pull in 
like a frog, and flow to push against water
would move the way you do. 

Tentacles 
Cassidy Wallace

I imagine the slime I bought
for my niece’s birthday, covering a
slightly deflated rubber ball
would feel the way you do. 

I imagine strawberry jam, folding out 
of the jar, around the glass lip with a droop, 
and pooling onto overdone toast
would move the way you do. 

I imagine a poem, of eight 
stanzas, swimming in entangled lines
and meaning blurred like ink 
would dance the way tentacles do. 
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DellaEX
CE

RP
T 

FR
OM

Cassidy Wallace

To say Charlie was sick of events was a callus understatement. Each 
one seemed to mimic the last, with dresses so large they couldn’t help 
but to be tripped over and social climbers consuming champagne with 
reckless gluttony, toasting to his father’s long reign and the demise of 

“those bastards in the south!” All their speeches were for naught; the 
events were thrown by the King to secure the line of inheritance. As the 
war with the southern nations escalated, so too did the King’s seizures 
and early-onset Alzheimer’s. Charlie knew he threw these parties—with 
lack of his own attendance to hide his illness under the guise of “war 
meetings”—so Charlie could partake in a waltz with a beautiful woman; 
hopefully, one that would capture his heart and persuade him to marry, 
all so he could produce an heir the King wouldn’t even recognize.

Charlie was bitter, sick of taffeta crowding his feet, and in need of a 
drink. He imagined he wouldn’t be this country’s first alcoholic king. 

A blonde in the silky, baby blue dress and elbow-length white gloves 
that marked her as a bartendress stood behind a lacquered, mahogany 
counter adjusting one of her hairpins. 

“Pappy Van Winkle, please.” Charlie leaned his elbow on the cherry 
colored bar. 

The blonde gave him a sweet smile. “No,” she said. 
Scrunching his chocolate brown eyebrows—Charlie was not used to 

being told no—he turned his shoulders square, eyes perusing the liquor 
shelf.

“Don’t tell me we are already out? Fine, any scotch or bourbon will 
do. Neat, please.” He tagged “please” on the end like he was more 
concerned with being overheard forgetting it than he was showing 
indifference to the staff. 

She didn’t move to grab a glass. A small twitch of mauve-painted lips 
let loose a saccharine smile, while eyes the same powdery blue as her 
uniform stared back blank, unforgiving, and passive. 

“No.” 
“I’m sorry,” Charlie gripped the ledge of the wooden counter, knuckles 

paling with his annoyance, “would you prefer I drink something else? 
Or are you misconstruing the fundamental function of your position?” 

“My job description,” she snapped a towel at her side and began wip-
ing water droplets out of a crystal glass, part of a set Charlie’s parents 
were gifted upon their engagement, “is to serve drinks to the guests of 
the Crown while maintaining their intoxication to an appropriate level 
for the event.” Her blue eyes traveled down his lapels. “For this evening, 
I would say staggering about in a drunken stupor is inappropriate.” 

“Well, I sign your checks,” Charlie fired back. “Pour away.” 
With a raised brow, she turned to the sink and came back with a half 

full glass of clear liquid, sliding it across the bar top. He took a heavy 
swig, the coolness hitting his throat with disappointing refreshment. 
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“This,” he tapped the thick bottomed glass on the bar, “is water.” 
“Excellent observation, Your Highness.” The girl, whose silver name 

tag he now saw said Della, was hiding a smirk. A huffing laugh, the 
sound of a man angered, came from low in Charlie’s throat. 

“So, you do know who I am. Good. You’re fired.” 
“On what grounds?” Della’s voice was melodic, the cool nonchalance 

bringing Charlie’s shoulders to swivel back to her when he had every 
intention of crossing the room to a serving waiter. 

“An unpleasant guest review,” he smiled. 
“Oh, but Your Highness,” Della was prodding him with the title, saying 

it with a false sense of respect so he knew just how disappointing she 
found him, “my contract states I am to serve guests of the crown. You, 
however, are the crown. Pesky technicalities, I imagine they must be so 
irritating.” 

“Your job is to serve drinks,” Charlie shot back, “not debate.” 
“My job, as I said before, is to ensure no one ends up clumsy on the 

dancefloor and ruins the beautiful ambiance created for your guests. 
You, Your Highness, are one drink away from turning sloppy, even if 
you are good at hiding it.” She snatched the water glass up and turned 
to fill it. “Also, I work for your father, not you. I think he’d prefer you 
enjoy a nice, sobering water than spill Pappy Van Winkle on some poor 
noblewoman’s custom skirt.” 

Della held the base of the glass with just her fingertips a foot away, 
letting it rest level with Charlie’s eyes. 

“Drink up, Your Highness.” The way she threw his title in reminded 
him greatly of how he had said “please” earlier; without any weight to 
its meaning. 
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I undress you
and taste your sides. 
I bite you
to remind us that you
are the sweet one. 
You kiss me slowly,
melting into each other and 
swallowing, I grimace. 
You were the last piece. 
I’m out of chocolate. 

The Sweeter
Things in Life  
Cassidy Wallace

Aster 

JOVE TRIPP-THOMPSON
Collage - Mixed Media
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A
 First Venture into Politics  

(or the Day I T
alked Back to M

r. Clean)

CHRIS TAYLOR
There are many definitions of “politics.” I like this one I found 

online from the Oxford Dictionary:
“the activities associated with the governance of a country or 

other area, especially the debate or conflict among individuals 
or parties having or hoping to achieve power”1

I first became interested in politics before I would have even 
understood that definition. It was the presidential campaign of 
1960. Vice President Nixon was challenged by Senator John F. 
Kennedy. I was nine years old.

My parents, older sister, and I were living in a small, ranch-
style house after recently moving from Texas to Oklahoma. I 
was up for the adventure, although my sister cried for days upon 
leaving her friends. We did get to bring our dog Princess to 
Oklahoma, but her puppy Stormy, whom I considered my dog, 
was given to a family who lived down the street and went to our 
church. The loss of my furry confidant and constant companion 
brought tears that matched my sister’s. To this day, I still feel the 
loss. The “one dog” policy of my parents probably led to my “the 
more the merrier” philosophy of pet ownership. Since I have 
been an adult, I have always had lots of dogs and several cats 
in my life. Perhaps, that openness to embrace the many and the 
diverse was an influence on my personal politics of inclusion vs. 
exclusion as much as that 1960’s presidential campaign.

Although my parents were conservative in more ways than 
simply pet ownership, they were registered Democrats who 
supported the young senator from Massachusetts for president. 
Of course, in their eyes, I’m sure it didn’t hurt that he was also 
a Catholic. At age nine, I was caught up in the whole Camelot 
aura and was especially taken with his beautiful wife, whose 
fashion sense was mesmerizing to a young girl with perpetually 
bruised knees who wore pink poodle barrettes to keep the hair 
escaping from her bland brown ponytail. And, he was Catholic. I 
was all in. 

When my father brought a Kennedy-for-President sign home 
one Saturday, I helped him pound it into the ground by the 
mimosa tree in our front yard. What came next was my first 
foray into the “conflict among individuals” part of that Oxford 
Dictionary definition of politics. The conflict came in the form of 
Milton Trout, our forty-something next-door neighbor and father 
of Marty, a ten-year-old known for his extensive collection of 
monster magazines. 

1 “Definition of politics.” Oxford University Press. Lexico.com. 06 Dec. 2020.
https://www.lexico.com/definition/politics.
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A few days after the Kennedy sign went up, Marty invited me 
over to peruse his latest edition of Famous Monsters of Filmland. 
In exchange, I was to bring my new Mad Magazine which touted 

“Alfred E. Neuman for President” on its cover. As I knocked on 
the Trout’s front door, Mad Magazine in hand, Mr. Trout opened 
the door but didn’t let me in. “Well, what about that sign in your 
front yard?” he shouted.

Milton Trout was about six feet tall, bald, and often would dis-
play his muscular physique to the entire neighborhood through 
his wearing of tight white t-shirts as he performed yard work or 
mowed his lawn. To a nine-year-old girl in September of 1960, 
he looked like my hometown’s version of Mr. Clean—scary but 
silly all at the same time. 

 “Well?” Mr. Trout repeated in an even louder volume. I 
looked around to see if anyone was behind me. No. I was not 
only the only person on the front porch. I was the only person 
within hearing distance of the man’s question. I turned back and 
stared into eyes that looked like two blue rocks rising from a sea 
of white etched with red. A chill shuddered through my body. I 
was amazed to realize this grown man was directing a serious 
question at me. I figured I’d better answer him. It’s what nine-
year-olds did when questioned by an adult.

“Yes. That sign. Kennedy. My dad and me.” The words stum-
bled from my mouth while my brain was trying to determine the 
reason for the question. Of course, I thought. Mr. Clean must like 
Kennedy just like we do. 

So, I smiled at my neighbor and said, “We think Mr. Kennedy 
will make a great president.”

With that pronouncement, Mr. Trout leaned down and whis-
pered between clenched teeth yellowed from smoking too many 
cigarettes, “If that disgrace of an American wins, the Pope will 
rule this country all the way from Rome.”

At age nine, I couldn’t understand all the nuances and un-
dertones of that statement, but, although my neighbor had not 
uttered one expletive, it was as if he had issued the harshest of 
curses at me and, even worse, my Catholic faith. I couldn’t hold 
back. So, without a thought or even a steading breath, I respond-
ed, “That is about the stupidest thing I ever heard!” 

As the final syllable left my mouth, Mr. Trout slammed the 
door. Feeling like I had just done something both terrible and 
wonderful at the same time, I turned back to dash home to 
tell Mother what had happened. I wasn’t sure how she would 
respond since I was taught not to argue with grown-ups, but this 
situation surely was an exception to that rule. 

Mother was in the kitchen stirring her spaghetti sauce when 
I rushed in and told her what had happened. She simply said, 

“Well, better to not go over to the Trouts till after the election.” 
She put down her wooden spoon and added, “But, I am proud 
that you stood up for the Church and what you believe in.”

Mother’s statement was about the most profound thing I had 
ever heard, but, perhaps, for the wrong reason. All I could think 
of was that it was sometimes OK to disagree with adults and 
even to argue with them—at least about politics. I must add that 
Mother’s liberal attitude did not extend to Daddy with whom I 
would have many a political argument over the years. But, for 
that one afternoon, with the aroma of ground beef, onions, and 
tomatoes swirling around me and a copy of Mad Magazine 
tucked under my arm, I started to realize the importance of polit-
ical expression, although my nine-year-old self would never have 
known that this was the kernel of wisdom I was experiencing. 
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I lifted my palms up, clearly none the wiser. Anna mumbled some-
thing about how I should have been the first person they called, snort-
ing at her own peers. 

“We didnae lose Callum. ’E escaped.” 

I remember the day my husband was convicted. I remember the hard 
seat of the wooden chair, the intimidation of being boxed in and on 
display, the cherry stain of the wood that seemed to whisper, “Confess, 
confess.” There was a pendulum of dress shoes clacking against the 
floor and a rustled clinking of chains as they wore into tattoos on my 
husband’s skin. I could see the long and straight black hair that framed 
his face in messy tangles and the dark green prison uniform that hid the 
scrawling motto, “Loyal Au Mort,”—his clan’s motto, Latin for ‘Loyal 
to the Dead’—forever painted on his shoulder blades, but the collar 
revealed the circular family crest inked onto his neck. Most vividly, I re-
membered the navy blazer and face of the woman who had questioned 
me. It was my testimony that inevitably doomed him.

“Mrs. Sloane Adair, you are the wife of the accused, Callum Adair?” 
She had a smooth voice with an accent from Cambridge and a degree 
to match. Icy eyes reminded me of the effects of freezing to death, how 
when you die of cold, you supposedly feel the sting of the chill first, but 
then it numbs you until you drift asleep forever.

“Yes.” 
“Is it true that he had gotten into an argument with the victim the day 

of the incident?” She didn’t look at me but surveyed the courtroom like 
she was in concert. 

“Yes, but—” 
“So, your husband had motive, then.” Her voice was loud, ringing like 

a church bell over the silence of a fresh grave.
 “No—” I became flustered each time she cut me off, a familiar em-

barrassment heating my cheeks. 
“But you just said they had been fighting?” 
I hated how she spoke, like every question was a statement and her 

statements were unarguable facts. 
“Bickering. You dinnae get motive over a wee bit a bickering.” 
“And yet, the witnesses said it was a heated argument.”
“They are Scottish men. They’ve tempers.” 
“Well, was in the case of the victim.” She turned her perfectly sleek 

brown bun in my face and gestured to the courtroom, projecting like 
she was on stage. “But this temper you mention as if it’s a side note, 
that’s what I am interested in, the temper that caused this brash and 
tragic decision!” 

“Not murder!” I shouted in a moment of lost composure, my voice 
hoarse. 

“Mrs. Adair.” Her voice softened as she approached me, drifting 
before the end. “It’s natural to defend your husband. Especially given 
your condition!” There was a glisten in her eye and tug at the corner of 
mauve-stained lips. “You are carrying his child, are you not?” 

It was a brilliant ploy. Few people knew I was pregnant, and she was 
exposing it to convince the court I was desperate enough to lie under 
oath. 

“No.” 
Drawn brows and disapproving huffs echoed from an unentertained 

congregation; they were here for the juicy details. These were the 
people that came to every exciting trial, craving pain and perversion to 
distract them from their numbingly normal lives. Except for the lawyer, 
who appeared to be holding back a grin. She enjoyed this. 

“I’m not pregnant.” My gaze hit grey, hawk-like eyes. Callum’s scruffy 
face was pinched, searching for an answer. “I lost the babe last night.”

There was a snap in my chest then, like God had begun breaking my 
ribs one by one until I couldn’t hold air. Callum sank, black curtains 
of hair falling in front of his face as his shoulders collapsed. The only 
sounds in the room were my husband’s shackles, cradling the face of a 
spurned almost-father. 

“I am sorry, Mrs. Adair. Losing two family members so close together, 
and one so violently…it’s a tragedy. We cannot revive them, but we 
can bring Kieran justice.” The lawyer turned back to the court, losing 
her fake sympathy. “Without a viable deposition against it, this court is 
forced to acknowledge the testimony of the previous witness. Kieran 
Adair was murdered in cold blood,” she paused, swiveling on her Louis 
Vuitton heel to face fifteen jurors and slinging a manicured hand to 
point at my still sobbing husband, “by his older brother, Callum Adair!”

“Mr. Adair,” the overweight, wrinkled judge hunched in his throne, 
glaring at Callum beneath his rolled white wig, “do you have any further 
testimony?”

I had known Callum since my father shipped me to a Scottish board-
ing school when I was fourteen. Friendship had started to grow by the 
time his parents got in a fatal motor accident when we were sixteen. His 
older sister had passed only a year later from pneumonia, leaving the 
brothers on their own as teenagers. A few months before Kieran’s sev-
enteenth birthday, he got in a motor wreck. Cal was frantic then, crazed 
with fear that his family’s bloody history might have repeated itself, and 
I swear I saw prayers flashing through his eyes. He was hopeful that day. 
Callum feared for the brother that he began to raise despite being only a 
year older.  

In that numbing courtroom, Callum gave no prayers. Loss deflated his 
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body so that every breath aged him far past his twenty-one years and 
his eyes darkened. I watched my husband turn hollow. His voice was 
hoarse and strained, trying to make his vocal cords work through the 
claustrophobia of sorrow.  

“It was my fault.”
Twenty minutes later, jurors filed into stiff pews, and I watched the 

judge sentence my husband to life in prison and drop his gavel. 

Callum hadn’t wanted me to visit him after he was sentenced. It was 
too hard on both of us to be reminded of all that we had lost. As horri-
ble as it sounds, the miscarriage wasn’t the hardest part. It was knowing 
every morning when I woke up that he was innocent, lying in a cell 
instead of next to me, and that the life we had planned was stolen with 
the smack of gavel. It made me relive the courtroom every day, down to 
phantom cracks in my ribcage. The lawyer had gotten one thing right: 
losing family members was tragic, but I lost far more that day. 

Now, my husband was somewhere ah dinnae ken and I am readying 
the kitchen to serve Anna some tea, expecting her shadow to appear 
in the doorway and complete her weekly search of my home. I swung 
the pale-yellow door open and stood ready to be pushed past, when no 
one entered. Turning to see who the new officer was, I found grey eyes 
instead of Anna’s green. 

“Callum?”
188-centimeters of pale Scotsman stood under an eerie autumn moon. 

His shoulders were hunched, like the weight of his thin, torn prison uni-
form was weighing him down to his peeling black boots. The tattoo of 
an antique buckled belt encircling a severed, bloody head—his family’s 
clan crest—was fully exposed where the left side of the shirt collar had 
torn away from his neck. Dark circles hovered under his eyes, and his 
hands were thin and ghastly, coated in enough grime to hide the ink 
markings littering his knuckles. With matted hair and bones beginning 
to peek out where they once hid behind muscle, he reminded me of a 
stray dog. He truly looked like an escaped murderer. 

“Are you daft!” I hissed, dragging Callum’s ripped sleeve through the 
door, “Get inside!”

“Christ!” He cursed when I flung him into the kitchen, but I swiftly 
searched the vacant space he left for any sign of prying eyes. 

“Practically all of Scotland is searchin’ fer you,” I swipe the blinds shut, 
“and you come to the first place they’re gonna look?”  

Callum was silent, taking in being back. He quietly mused, almost to 
himself, “It’s been eight years.” 

The dead bolt thumped into place, jostling my arm. Unintentionally, I 

close my eyes and let my forehead fall to the wood door. Heat washes 
over my eyes and the pit of my stomach begins unravelling the knot that 
grew tighter and tighter the past week. I turn to my husband, pressing 
my back against the door. 

Callum was awkward in the small space. The house was more of a 
studio flat, one big round room open to a bedroom and a closed off 
bath. When we had moved in nine years ago, we were so excited to 
have a house that we didn’t care what we filled it with. We accepted 
any furniture that was offered to us, from adopting a thick circular din-
ing room table and three mismatched chairs in yellow, seafoam-green, 
and navy, to an overstuffed leather loveseat I liked to sit in to read. Not 
much had changed, but Callum was drinking it in, having a silent mo-
ment of contentment—until Bear jumped on him. 

He knelt down and hugged the dog, squeezing his eyes tight and 
making sure to never stop ruffling the scruff on Bear’s neck. In a low, 
hoarse voice, I heard him whisper, “I missed you too,” before shifting to 
me, the statue by the door. 

“I didnae ken if you were alive. I-I,” my voice cracked around an 
escaped sob, “I thought I’d get a call sayin’ they’d found you…” 

The room was small, and it didn’t take Callum any time to get to me. 
He really was filthy, dirt and who knows what embedded in the stiff 
uniform, scraped my nose when I hugged him. I didnae care. His hair 
was a mess but I held his head to mine anyway; he reeked of sweat and 
unidentified forest happenings and I was barely breathing from how 
close we were, his arms firmly wrapping around my body, and fear that 
even a breath could make the moment pass because he was actually 
here. 

My voice was muffled by his shoulder as I said, “You smell.”
He laughed, kissing my hair, “Next time I escape from prison I’ll grab 

a bar of soap on my way out.” 
“I’ll finish dinner, go shower.” Stirring the stew, I processed what he 

had just said. “Wait, Callum! How did you escape?” He shrugged, fling-
ing his gaze and hand to the side, as if breaking out of a maximum-se-
curity prison was his average Tuesday. 

Bear laid by the bathroom door as steam seeped through the cracks 
and I resumed stirring vegetable beef soup, picturing myself as the next 
magazine cover, “The Escaped-Convict’s Wife: Domestic Edition.”  The 
bathroom door clicked open right as I finished ladling red broth into our 
bowls. 

Callum had shaved his beard to a stubble and trimmed the matted 
hair to end just above his collar bones; it made a sleek wet helmet 
around his head, with one side tucked behind his ear. Wrapped in the 
towel, I could see how hungry he must be by the way his stomach 
caved in, but I was happy he seemed to have held some muscle weight 
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while traipsing through the Highlands. He threw on a black Rolling 
Stones shirt from a concert we went to in secondary school and imme-
diately scarfed down the first serving of soup. After the second bowl, I 
brought the entire pot over to the table; I had forgotten how much food 
it took to fill him up, starving or not. 

“Crackers?” I offered. He mumbled an “mhm” and crushed an entire 
sleeve of saltines into his bowl, not bothering to stir them in before 
scooping another spoonful. “Bear,” I called the dog over and fed him 
a bite of roast, nuzzling our foreheads together, “just a wee bit, right? 
Who’s my best laddie? My best baby Bear!”  I saw Callum smile at me 
through the corner of my eye.

“Yer accents gotten thicker.” He dropped his spoon in the licked-clean 
bowl, the fourth serving drained; I could feel his eyes on me. “I think it’s 
the only thing about you that’s changed.” 

Nodding to his dish, I reach to grab it, asking, “Finally satisfied?”
“Satisfied?” one eyebrow lifted to hide beneath his shaggy hair. “Since 

you mention it, haven’t had a shag in eight years.”
“You haven’t changed either,” I smack the back of his head, “still a 

cunt. Now you’re just a scrawny one.” 
“Scrawny? You wound me.” His hand grabbed at his heart, always one 

for drama. I fell into Callum’s lap; he was grinning wickedly. He dragged 
a frizzy blonde strand of my hair back behind my ear and pulled my 
forehead to his, letting his palm cradle my face. “I missed you, mo 
chridhe.” 

“Callum…why now?” 
His eyes were the color of steel—shockingly light—and gears were 

turning in them while he found an answer. 
“Do you remember the night Kieran got in the motor wreck?” He 

asked. 
I shuddered. “What does that have to do with you escaping prison, 

Callum?” 
His voice went low as he continued, “Remember Shannon Duffy?” 

“Course. Hard to forget.”
Shannon was a year older than Callum and me, two years older than 

Kieran. Cal had a party one night when we were seventeen, before we 
had gotten together. We fought back and forth for hours, flirting with 
anyone to make the other jealous and drinking our way into a deeper 
hole. While we argued, Kieran had left with a sottered Shannon. After 
his parent’s accident, it became one of Callum’s indisputable rules that 
no one drove if they had bevvies, and being young and infatuated, Kier-
an wanted to make sure she made it home safe. 

The Vauxhall Victor was upside down when Callum and I got there. 
Police had swarmed the bridge side. The fall didn’t look far enough to 
kill, especially with the stream so low, but Victor hit the stone bridge 

first, then vaulted to the ground. Shannon’s head collided with a rock; 
she died in minutes. Kieran had a concussion and three broken ribs. 

“She wasn’t driving, Sloane. Kieran was.” Voice a husk, Cal kept his 
gaze down. 

“No, Cal, the report said she was. He said so himself.” 
“Kieran was only sixteen, not old enough to be licensed yet, but he 

was infatuated with her—enough to be stupid—and she was off her 
trolley. There was no way he’d have let that lass drive.” One big, ex-
hausted sigh escaped my husband. “He told me about it, Sloane. That’s 
why we were fighting before he died. He spun the wheel when a stag 
ran in front of them and lost control. Shannon was alive after. She knew 
she wasn’t gonna make it and made him promise to lie so he wouldn’t 
get in trouble.” 

He continued, “That night at the pub, he told me what happened. 
Shannon’s dad had walked in for a pint and Kieran was pissed off his 
arse, telling me how much he’d loved her.” 

“Wait, Mr. Duffy was there?” 
Shannon’s dad had come to every one of Callum’s trials. The day after 

he was sentenced, the news was plastered with Mr. Duffy’s suicide. 
“Aye. I left and thought Kieran did too, but I’d bet anything he told 

Duffy everything that night.”
“And he blamed both of you.” Collages of Mr. Duffy sitting in the 

court pews flashed in my head; it was like I was a top, spinning round 
and too fast to get any one sight clearly. “My God, Duffy killed Kieran 
and framed you.” The top stopped, and my husband’s face came into 
perspective. “Callum, why did you say it was your fault?”

“If I hadn’t left him in that pub, Sloane…hadn’t thrown the party, they 
would both be alive. It is my fault.”

My hands moved of their own accord, cradling his face on the right 
and twining my fingers through his wet locks. 

“Níl saoi gan locht, Callum.” One of the first Gaelic phrases he taught 
me back in Secondary, ‘there’s not a wise man without fault.’

A soft smile picked up one corner of his mouth. “Yer Gaelic is gettin’ 
better too.” 

Cal moved to kiss my palm when three stiff knocks rapped the door. 
Looking at my innocent husband, I knew I had two options: turn in 

the love of my life to be sent to prison, or conceal him and become a 
felon myself. 

“The bathroom,” I mouth, dropping his bowl to the floor so it looks 
like Bear had his fill of soup for dinner. 

The bathroom door swung closed, silent, as I opened the door to 
Anna with a prayer that Callum could fit through the window above the 
claw-foot tub. 

“Sloane.” She nodded, pushing past me like always. I was quiet while 
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Sunlight streams through colored glass 
Crooked, bleeding shadows so exquisite
A mind cannot deny the truth of GOD

Do you think that churches are in earnest?
Believers of words that ring within their halls
Or simply masters of deception

With every visit, their power grows
Like creeping vines that slither
Into glistening waters to taint its source

Pews that grasp believers tight
And false believers even tighter
Caught in traps made of words

Windows reflect red, stained eyes
Shining out light so far removed
Even GOD doesn’t believe

Stained Glass Tells True
Alexis J. Taylor
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And if you close your eyes

you hear the breathing of the people 

that have shed their goodbyes.

You don’t recognize the steeple 

or the tree upon the hill.

But you will;

A house is never still.

A House is Never Still
A. Elaine

There are times when my eyes refuse to see 
reflections
but blur the image in my mind, 
and my fingers are nervous winter branches
twining through my hair 
as the pounding of a heart
I do not know
beats within my ribs 
pumping life through veins that too often 
run cold or break open and scar the 
pale skin given to me by my Mother
who begs me to remember 
who I am 
and the way I used to smile with abandon 
at strangers in shopping malls 
not caring if they hated or loved me 
or how I could climb trees like untrained acrobat 
so sure of myself that I would jump
trusting that if I did not fly
my body would catch my fall like a cat.
This heart, she tells me, is the same
it still beats 
thumping pounding and singing a rhythm
that will not be quieted no matter 
how many times I stumble on doubt 
and scrape my knees 
my wounds will close, the scars will fade 
and I will know myself again. 

Amnesia
K. Holloway
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The wax of her skin shone too bright;
an unlit candle, waiting to ignite.
She asked me to light her,
and I did. 
She asked me to hold her,
and I did. 
But hot wax dripped onto my hands,
and despite the echoing of her demands,
I dropped her.
The room became a red and yellow blur.
I tried to stomp her out—
I tried to blow her away—
But despite my horrified shout,
we both fell into decay. 

The loss of a lover, and a friend,
all things must die, in the end. 

An Old Flame
Allison Clark
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She cuts
the soft mushrooms
in the kitchen,
preparing dinner
for her children.
Preparing everything
for her children.
Wondering when
she’d learned 
to settle
for comfort. 

She cuts
in front of the mirror
and watches the 
split-ends 
fall
as she cries and cries 
and cries for 
something more
and something less.

Why She Cuts
Sydney Beal

She cuts
off part of herself and
buries it in a closet,
pleasing
intolerant parents
and pretending her
heart does not 
yearn for 
a woman’s tender kiss.

She cuts
ties with her home 
when he tells 
her to,
because who
is she if she’s
alone?

And sorrow
bleeds
as they realize
how deeply
they have cut.
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 There once was a Daisy,
 amidst tall sunflowers.
 He waited to be picked,
 patiently every hour.
  People would see him
  and step over with care,
  but not one passerby
  would give him a second’s stare.
   He never raised his small voice
   or begged to be picked,
   still people walking by
   would unknowingly kick.
    He sat in great silence
    though sometimes he’d cry.
    He wanted someone to choose him,
    to say, “Daisy, you’re mine!”
     Flowers are pretty;
     they’ve no practical use.
     But this flower had feeling.
     He oft felt the abuse.
      People didn’t mean to hurt Daisy.
      Daisy didn’t mean to be hurt.
      But daisies are fragile,
      they bruise at moments too curt.
       Daisy needed attention,
       Without it he died.
       Now among tall sunflowers,
       wilted and withered, he lies.

Boy Flower
William Cullimore

In My Garden

CHLOE TATE
Watercolor and Ink
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Collected Memories
M A X  B A R N A B Y

Charlie reached into his inner jacket pocket, checking to see that the 
postcard was still there. He pulled it out, a picture of Mount Hood Or-
egon on the front and the words Destination: Adventure on the bottom 
in gold calligraphy. “There’s a place for me in the mountains, Charlie,” 
Benji had said. He would show it to Charlie often in the corner of their 
little one-room home. Benji used to say that The End had brought him 
the chance to be king of the hill. He had never stopped complaining 
about Portland ever since they moved there with their mother. It was 
the wilderness for him, and adventure, and no responsibilities. He was 
a regular-old Peter Pan when he left for the mountains all those months 
ago.

Charlie put the postcard back in his pocket. He stood up from his 
hiding spot in the alley, brushing up against the soot-stained walls. He 
didn’t mind; he hadn’t showered in almost a year. His long-uncut brown 
hair looked constantly wet from the grease and his skin was perpetually 
tan from all the caked-on dirt. He moved to the end of the ally, peek-
ing around the corner. Down the street to the south were a couple of 
Survivors who sounded like they were beginning to fight over some-
thing. Probably food, or water, or a rare copy of PlayBoy. Charlie turned 
his head in the other direction, which led uphill. It was quiet enough 
that way, except for a torn newspaper taking a trip on the breeze. He 
decided it was safer to head toward the fighting—at least he knew what 
awaited him over there.

He reached into his pants pocket and pulled out the tiny piece of 
paper his mother had given him earlier that day. She had torn out a 
magazine advertisement for a white pill bottle with a green and red 
label. She didn’t know what was wrong with her, but she had been sick 
for weeks with constant chills and vomiting. Charlie had been solely 
providing for them since Benji had left, but it was getting difficult to 
find food and clean water. If they were needles in the haystack, though, 
finding any kind of medicine would be like finding a cookie crumb in a 
dirt mound.

I’m beginning to see why Benji left, Charlie thought to himself as he 
stared at the paper.

Charlie walked down the street, clutching the paper and trying to stay 
close to the crumbling buildings. The Survivors up ahead began to grunt 
as they brawled. He scanned the broken signs and the partially-shat-
tered neon lettering above old businesses, hoping to find the classic RX 
above a pharmacy. On the corner of the next street was an old conve-
nience store, attached to a very destroyed gas station that had definitely 
gone up in flames once or twice.

The store was a mess, like everywhere else. Charlie stepped through 
the shattered glass door and ducked cautiously under the sagging ceil-
ing. Shelves lay on top of one another, empty except for the wrappers of 
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long-gone chips and candy bars. The soda machine on the wall had a 
gaping hole in it, the tubes hanging out like a dead squid in its aquari-
um. He lifted the shelves, hoping to find something underneath, but all 
he found were more wrappers and some loose change. It was funny to 
think that money would have once excited him; instead, he checked the 
wrappers for any crumbs. On the wall in front of him were some old 
flyers. One was an advertisement for a toy store somewhere in town. 
The picture featured some classic toys—a Rubix cube, a slinky, a yo-yo. 
Benji had always loved yo-yos.

Charlie looked up from the flyer and gasped quietly. In the corner 
ahead, there was a pile of white plastic bottles. He climbed over the 
shelves, rats scurrying to new hiding places, and started picking up the 
bottles. Most of them were empty, but he found one that had a single 
pill in it. This wouldn’t help his mother that much; he didn’t even know 
what kind of medicine it was.

Is it even worth it? Charlie thought, his stomach growling as if on cue.
Someone would probably trade a can of beans for the pill. Maybe 

even a can of corned beef. Charlie looked at the little capsule in his 
hand, wondering how much it would do for his mother. It would relieve 
some pain, maybe, or help her eat a meal, but Charlie had a suspicion 
that she wasn’t long for this world. If he just kept the pill, he could trade 
it away after she—

Stop thinking like that. You can’t leave her like Benji did.
From outside came the sounds of the Survivors fighting. The men 

sounded in serious pain—whatever their conflict was over, it had gotten 
much more violent than Charlie had anticipated. As he climbed back 
over the shelves, the noise of their fighting ceased entirely. Did one of 
them win? Or did they both lose?

As Charlie stepped out into the desolate sunlight, he saw some new-
comers to the scene. There were several men and a few women, each 
one carrying a pipe or a piece of wood. One man looked like he had a 
gun. Not good. The two Survivors who fought over crumbs lay dead in 
the street, their skulls and chests bashed in. Charlie tried his best to not 
make a sound.

Then one of them lifted their two-by-four and pointed it at the conve-
nience store. At Charlie. The others turned to look in the direction the 
man was pointing. Charlie purposefully didn’t bring a backpack, so that 
he wouldn’t seem like a target, but these people didn’t seem to care. He 
was in their territory.

“Come here, boy!” the man with the two-by-four shouted. “We don’t 
bite.”

Charlie glanced at the two Survivors who lay dead nearby. There 
was no way in hell he was going near those people. He started to walk 
alongside the store, hoping to get around it and down the neighboring 

street. Maybe he could lose them by ducking into a building or—
“That’s not a good idea, son,” the man shouted. “You move, and so do 

we.”
Charlie hesitated, looking from the group of marauders to the nearby 

street. 
Well, Charlie thought, let’s move.
He turned and bolted down the side of the convenience store, not 

turning to see if they were pursuing. He ran as fast as his malnourished 
body would take him down the neighboring street, which was lined 
with more faceless buildings haunted by The End. He thanked whatever 
gods were left that it was downhill, and he had a head start on those 
people. But he didn’t have much time. He hadn’t eaten in days, and he 
was losing energy fast.

At the bottom of the hill, there was a fork in the road, split by a de-
crepit apartment building. Charlie took the right fork and knocked right 
into something. The something dropped his bag and groaned as he and 
Charlie hit the cracked pavement.

“What was that for?” the man asked, rolling over and clutching his ribs.
“Sorry,” Charlie said hurriedly, stumbling as he tried to get up. “You 

better hide! There are some people coming after me, and they’re 
armed!”

Their shouts confirmed his words in the distance. The man, who 
looked older, grabbed his bag and stood up.

“Come, in here,” he said to Charlie, gesturing to a boarded-up door to 
their right.

Charlie wasn’t sure if he should trust the man, but there was no 
time to object. The voices of his pursuers only grew louder. The man 
reached through the boards and pulled open the door with ease. The 
boards were a deterrent disguise only; a clever one, but hardly impene-
trable. Charlie leaped into the space behind the man, hurriedly shutting 
the door behind him.

“Who the hell are they?” Charlie shouted, his nerves catching up with 
him. “They came after me and—”

The old man turned and covered Charlie’s mouth with his hand.
“Shut up until they pass,” the old man hissed. “These walls aren’t 

soundproof.”
The footsteps and muffled voices of the pursuers came and hov-

ered nearby. Charlie began to sweat, worried they’d found the hiding 
spot. Their shouts began to grow fainter, and the old man released him, 
turning away. Charlie breathed shakily. He looked around and saw all 
the junk the poor old man had to live in. The candle-lit room was filled 
with piles of discarded toys and useless knick-knacks. There were rows 
of old dolls and action figures, stacks of water-damaged magazines and 
comic books, bins filled with balls and trading cards.
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“Thanks for your help,” Charlie said, commencing a staring contest 
with a terrifying black and yellow stuffed bird that sat eye-level on a 
shelf.

“You upset the Dentons, didn’t you?” he said, shaking his head.
“I’m not sure who they are,” Charlie said, allowing the furry bird toy a 

deserved victory, “but they came after me. I didn’t do anything to them.” 
He scanned the room for somewhere to sit. It was an old pizza parlor, 
the classic kind with checkered floor tiles and red upholstery. There was 
a dusty sign on the wall of an Italian man in a chef’s hat with a black 
mustache. “Generous Giovanni’s,” it said across the top. The only exit 
seemed to be the front door. 

“Only two reasons people come down this street from the west,” the 
old man said, passing Charlie and sitting down in a chair that looked 
like it was made from old skateboards. “Trying to lose the Denton gang, 
or coming to visit me.”

Charlie looked at the old man, who took off his green bag and 
began pulling out more junk: an Iron Man action figure, a dirty blue 
binder, and one of those collapsible Lightsabers. The old man had dark 
gray hair with a matching beard and looked less frail than Charlie was 
expecting. He wore a yellow sweater, which usually painted you as a 
target in the outside world.

“Why…who visits you?” Charlie said, unsure of what question he 
wanted to know first.

“Anyone who wants to remember,” the old man said, setting down 
a box of stamps on the pirate-themed pinball machine next to him. “I 
collect things that people once loved, when we had time to love things. 
People trade me food and supplies for them.”

“They give you food for this junk?” Charlie said, picking up a snow 
globe and shaking it.

The man nodded. “You’d be surprised; people really value the things 
that they’ve lost.”

Charlie hesitated, thinking of the postcard. “Do you have a name?”
“Most people just call me the Collector.”
A title instead of a name, a weird kind of actual business in the end 

of the world—Charlie wasn’t sure what to make of this man. He wasn’t 
threatening, but was disturbingly hospitable, and seemed to be doing 
well for himself. It was such a strange change from the Survivors that 
fought over scraps and killed for fun.

“You said you knew those people, the ones chasing me,” Charlie said, 
stepping a little closer to the man. The pizza parlor was fairly wide, 
with the addition of mismatched shelves and tables giving it a warm but 
claustrophobic feel.

The Collector nodded. “The Dentons are one of the organized groups 
in Portland. One of the few that haven’t fallen apart yet, at least.”

“Why were they chasing me? I did nothing to them, and I have nothing 
they would want.”

“The Dentons are losing touch with reality,” the Collector said, looking 
Charlie in the eyes. His eyes were a kind blue. “They’ve realized like the 
rest of us that finding food is difficult, to say the least, so they’ve made 
some…compromises with their humanity.”

There was a sudden pounding on the boarded-up storefront.
“Collector, you bastard! Let us in!” It sounded like the man with the 

two-by-four.
The Collector looked at Charlie with wide eyes that ordered, Hide. 

Charlie glanced around, spotting a pile of stuffed animals in the back 
left corner of the old pizza parlor. He quietly moved over to the pile 
and climbed inside it, covering his body with stuffed bears and rabbits. 
Charlie couldn’t see anything but felt relatively confident that he was 
well hidden.

The door creaked open nearby.
“Hello, Carl,” the Collector’s voice said. “What can I do for you?”
Heavy footfalls sounded on the tiled floor.

“You seen a boy around here, Collector?” It sounded like the two-by-
four man. “He killed one of my guys and I aim to set the bar straight.”

“A boy? Killed one of your soldiers?” the Collector asked, almost 
teasingly.

A loud slam, followed by the sound of coins tinkling on the ground.
“I’m not here to play your games, old man!” two-by-four Carl shouted. 

“I’m here for revenge! Boy was wearing a tan jacket, looked pretty skinny, 
brown hair. You seen him?”

The Collector laughed. It was such a strange noise, echoing through 
the pizza parlor.

“A boy with brown hair and a tan jacket? You’ve just named every boy 
left in Portland!”

Another slam, this one louder. Probably a shelf being knocked over.
“Collector, give me one good reason that we don’t kill you right now. 

My guys are hungry, old man, and you’ve been doing pretty well for 
yourself these past few weeks.”

Hungry? Charlie thought nervously. “They’ve made some compromis-
es with their humanity,” the Collector had said.

“I found it, Carl,” the Collector said calmly.
No slam this time. No sound of an angry reaction at all.

“You…did?” Carl said softly. The shift was so drastic that Charlie 
wanted to peek his head out of his hiding spot, just to see the look on 
the thug’s face.

There was silence for a moment, except for the shuffling of feet and a 
few coughs.

“My daughter and I used to read this together every night before The 
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End,” Carl said. “It was the only way she wouldn’t have nightmares.”
There was another quiet, almost reverent pause.

“Hey, be careful out there, Collector,” Carl said. He sounded like he 
was trying to sound tough through tears. “And let me know if you see 
this boy. I’m not done with him yet.”

“Of course, Carl,” the Collector said brightly. “Have a good one.”
Have a good one? Be careful out there?
 The door closed and it was quiet for a few minutes. Finally, Charlie 

peeked his head up and saw only the Collector sitting in a vintage-look-
ing chair, reading. Reading. He climbed out of the pile of stuffed ani-
mals. They cascaded off his body across the floor like water from a bath.

“He’s told me that story about his daughter three or four times now,” 
the Collector said.

Charlie approached the old man. “What just happened?” he demand-
ed.

The Collector smiled, not looking up from his copy of The Giver.
“Carl Denton asked me to find him a copy of Calvin and Hobbes. It 

took me a few weeks of digging through the rubble of Powell’s City of 
Books, but I found it.”

Charlie stood, amazed. This old man had just handled violent thugs—
cannibals—by paying them off with a book of comic strips for kids.

“You seem confused,” the Collector said, looking up from his book. 
“It’s like I told you, people value what that they once had and have since 
lost. There’s more to life than just surviving.”

Charlie had no words. He just sat on the floor, back to a shelf. He 
stared at the box on the floor in front of him. Slowly, the contents came 
into focus: a Power Ranger action figure; a red toy truck; a LEGO set in 
a damaged box; and a yellow yo-yo. He sat up, reaching for the yo-yo. 
He held it in his hand, admiring its bright colors and spiral pattern. He 
put the loop in the string around his finger, trying to remember what 
Benji did to make it spin.

“I found that one just the other day,” the Collector said. “Cleaned up 
nicely.”

“My brother was the best with yo-yos,” Charlie said fondly. “He en-
tered the middle school talent show and took home second place. Mom 
took us to Dairy Queen to celebrate.”

“Amazing what a piece of plastic can do,” the Collector said, smiling. 
Charlie wondered if Benji would like to play with one again. He 

probably had all the time in the world out there in the mountains. No 
responsibilities, nothing to worry about. Meanwhile, Charlie was fend-
ing for his life, trying to take care of their dying mother and wondering 
if it meant anything. He wasn’t even sure if it was worth all the effort, 
since his mother was just going to die anyway.

“What do you value?” Charlie asked the Collector and himself.

“Just reminding people that there’s still happiness to be found,” he said 
sadly.

“Happiness doesn’t put food on the table,” Charlie said.
“No,” the Collector said, standing, “but it makes the whole process 

easier.”
“Not if you’re alone, fighting to survive. Playing God with her life in 

my hands.”
It would be so much easier if I could just join Benji.
The Collector stepped up to one of the shelves that Carl hadn’t 

knocked over and took a picture frame down from it. He held it gently 
in his hands, smiling as he admired it.

“Memories are wonderful,” he said, “transporting us back to a time 
when we had something good. I collect the things that people associate 
with their fondest memories because they don’t have anything left to 
love.” He set down the picture frame and looked directly at Charlie. “It 
gives them hope that they might be able to create new memories, to 
love something again. Don’t wait for something you love to be a mem-
ory.”

Charlie looked up at the old man. Was he treating his mother like she 
was already a memory? Benji was gone; he had left them. He’d chosen 
to make them a memory. Charlie pulled out the postcard from his jacket 
pocket. Destination: Adventure. He pulled out the torn magazine ad for 
a white pill bottle with a green and red label. He turned it over, noticing 
for the first time a tiny message, written with the last working pen his 
mother owned:

Thank you for staying.
Charlie could feel the sting of tears as he put the paper and the post-

card back in his jacket pocket. He stood up turning to face the Collector, 
handing him back the yo-yo.

“Thanks for your help,” he said to the old man.
The Collector smiled, refusing the yo-yo.

“Come, you can sneak out through the back, “ he said. “The Dentons 
like being seen as intimidating so they normally stick to the main streets.”

Charlie nodded, following the Collector back through the pizza parlor. 
He passed by the picture frame that the old man had been holding. It 
was cracked, but it held a picture of a little girl and a little boy, playing 
with a wooden train set. Next to the photo was a framed homework 
assignment, with the question, What do I want to be when I grow up? 
in bold along the top of the page. Underneath was a drawing of a boy, 
surrounded by colorful toys.

I want to own a toy store, it said.
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Reverence for the Dead

CHLOE TATE
Watercolor and Ink

Neon

MARY ELLEN DRAPER
Digital
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Slice into their cage of
nerves and blood and bone,
crimson coated thick against
the palms of your hands
akin to wet paint that sticks
to your skin long after you’ve scrubbed
the residue of death away.
You are a human
playing monster, playing god.
Prayers become pleas
become screams that never quite
reach your ears.
Judge, jury, executioner:
your justice a knife and the
sentence an unmarked grave.

Compulsion
Elizabeth Curtis

Fire Dance 

I dance around the fire
careful to never touch the flame
for if you touch the burning coals
you will never be the same.

Sizzling, scorching, unescapable heat, 
your fingers charred and black
your palm turned pink and shriveled up
lifeless and wrinkled from the attack.

If you ignored every natural instinct
to pull your helpless hand away
your obedient wrist would follow through
your entire arm in decay.

I’d rush you to the river
desperate to help my friend
but what could I do if it was too late?
Your arm has met its end.

Scars where the limb was removed
a most unwelcome sight
I’m just thankful that you survived
you gave me so much fright.

No one wants to see a person that is flawed
they don’t like who you really are
you shouldn’t have gotten so close to the fire
now you have to cover your scar.

So friend, dance around the fire with me
we’ll never feel any pain;
today looks like a perfect day
to sing and wait for the rain.

Allison Clark
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The air is frigid and the sky lit by moonlight. 
A flat piece of fuzzy fleece warms me.
Shiny spots drew us out, belly butterflies kept us.
One second was pure exhilaration,
the next filled with chaotic contemplation.
There is a sweet symphony in the sound of
metal crunching, glass shattering, bones breaking.
My brain knows all too well what a wash cycle feels like.
Escaping fear—easy, releasing a seatbelt
while suspended and blind, not so much.
A warm hug and a bitter breeze greet me outside.
Shards of glass glisten, is that my cell phone? No.
Twenty miles to the first home, walking it is.
Two spare jackets, one for each of us. A bag,
for the valuables. My spectacles! —Sight is back.
Twenty feet become twenty miles with headlights on the horizon.

accident out on  
antelope road

Marla Camarena

Floral Beard 

CHLOE TATE
Watercolor and Gouache
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Flattened  
Underfoot

Em
m

a 
Poulsen

My parents used to host a community garden in the empty lot 
next to our house. It was those summers when I wore bright pink 
shorts and homemade tie-dye from too-big shirts that I would 
come to remember as the golden age of my childhood. There 
were hours spent in the hot July sun on bikes, scooters, going 
nowhere in particular, the summer sky painting freckles on our 
skin. We flooded the backyard sandbox and built islands for 
our toy animals, captured blue-tailed lizards and kept them in 
mason jars. There were very few things that I had to fear, nothing 
tangible in my world that could break open the euphoric bubble 
my parents had so expertly built around me. 

One warm summer evening as the community garden 
participants kneeled in the blistering heat, weeding, a gaggle 
of my sister’s friends had gathered in the backyard. I was not 
invited. I sat with my little brother on the deck stairs, watching 
them do the banana split on the swings and push each other 
down the slide. He was only four, just old enough to go to the 
bathroom by himself, but not quite old enough to be left alone 
when my parents were working in the garden. I had already 
complained about the unfairness of my sentence, explained 
through angry tears how unfair it was that my sister got to 
play with her friends and I had to be tethered to my mouth-
breathing clutz of a little brother all night. Clearly, none of my 
very articulate arguments had worked in my favor. My sister was 
not about to let us join her little group either, so I sat, picking 
at the splintering wood of the red-washed deck stairs, my 
stomach churning poison. The sun was just starting to set and so 
I watched my shadows grow longer, cascading further down the 
steps the later it got. 

I can’t remember exactly when it happened, but there was 
a glass-shattering screech and the banana split girls scattered 
away from the playset and ran past us up the deck stairs and into 
the house. I quickly followed, lifting my little brother up from 
the steps as quickly as I could and dragging him into the house 
after me. It would be hours before I was given an explanation. A 
black widow, they had said. It was huge, apparently. My sister 
hadn’t actually seen it, it was another girl, one that played soccer 
and always wore her hair in a single braid. I was completely 
unnerved. I hadn’t known that black widows had existed before 
today, let alone in my own backyard.

They’re ginormous, black as night, save for a little red hourglass 
beneath the abdomen. They’re lethal, one bite will have you 
foaming from the mouth, blood seeping from your ears. I didn’t 
sleep that night, every shadow was long, spindly legs. Every 
noise was the scutting of a night predator. Even when I closed 
my eyes, it found me. A chorus of dark, round eyes atop a 
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human-sized abdomen and miles long legs. It sat atop my 
backyard playset, claiming it as its own. I had that dream over 
and over again, watching the giant, grotesque arachnid stand 
proudly, waiting for me to come closer, daring me to sit on a 
swing or go down the slide. It took me weeks to go near it again, 
I was so terrified of that playset. It is the only dream I can really 
remember from my childhood, the only one that frequently 
visited my dreamscape into my teenage years. I always died in 
the dream, I don’t know how, but it just got me. Those were the 
only words I could use to describe what happened to my mother 
when I tapped her on the shoulder at three in the morning. 

It was only a few summers ago that I saw the real-life entity 
that had consumed my unconscious mind as a child. It was 
small, no bigger than the tip of my thumb, and noiseless as it 
fumbled across the shallow concrete steps that lead to the front 
door. My mind flickered with images of the great beast crushing 
my backyard swing set beneath its monstrous legs, hissing 
through bloodied fangs. I watched it flatten underneath my shoe 
and walked into the house, scraping its disillusioning body onto 
the welcome mat.

Is’s and Ought’s

Is isn’t Ought and Ought isn’t Is.
But should we do Is’s or Oughts’s? 
Or does it matter not if it is an Is or an Ought?
But it ought to matter if it’s an Ought or an Is,
because Is’s are shoulds and 
Oughts are dones. 
And If you are an Is-er you ought to be and Ought-er because unlike otters, 
Ought-ers do not barricade the waters of their mind in, because when you Ought, you do 
as you wish and when you Is you do as They wish but this is for you and not for them so You 
ought to Ought and never to Is because Is is to lie and to lie to chain yourself and atrophy 
your ability to fly. 

M Belliston
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I was once cast into the maze 
To be taught obedience 
A woman can’t have a strong will 
 
As if I didn’t wander 
There everyday 
 
As if I didn’t tame and nurture  
The minotaur, my brother 
 
As if I didn’t sneak Icarus 
And kisses in there 
 
I once emerged from the maze 
Hand in hand with the monster  
It was supposed to contain

Ariadne
Madeleine Walters

The gods sent snakes. They wind and wind, they bind
my sons and I. Tight as the marble curls, tight,
coiling at my chin and atop my mind, 

they wind and wind and on my hip one bite!
They bind tight like my sons curled crowns
in that suffocating serpentine might and

screams echo from the two boys’ mouths. 
As gods, snakes, punish us for my mistakes 
‘til their thick scaled bodies wind and bind me down.

For Laocoön
Cassidy Wallace
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Exhausted, tired, fatigued, weary, sapped. Not one describes the way 
my body desires to drop drop drop, in a howling avalanche like 
the quality of Disney TV shows, the trend of low-rise jeans, 
flip phones and sliding keyboards, DVDs, Scooby snacks,
Nintendo game cubes, lime green, Heelys, bangs, and
my unused $200 textbook’s depreciation rate. 
Like my student loan debt—oh wait no, 
that’s on the rise! High high high,
high on the rise like rates of:
the Opioid Epidemic
COVID-19 positives
burn out culture
police brutality
climate change 
social media
air pollution
depression
inequality 
and how 
likely I 
am to 
D
R
O
p

I Stole it from the  
Millennial/Gen-Z Mind

Cassidy Wallace

Spectrum Dance

CHLOE TATE
Watercolor and Ink
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True Fear

SARAH BAUM
Digital

Deterioration 

JOVE TRIPP-THOMPSON
Collage - Mixed Media
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something gnarled and webby along where she touched the fragile, 
knotted feeling of scar tissue. The tree hissed and sizzled, but she did 
not. She was not shattered at the skin, as it was. She was not burnt, as 
it was.

There was something almost obvious about this. Something so on-
the-tongue for her. A following, logical thought that should have come 
next, that would have made sense of her perceptions, but it never came.

Something—a fly or some other bug—whirled by her eye and she 
shook her head to make it leave. Mud drooled from her hair and 
must’ve weighted down her curls, for they seemed longer than usual.

Suspicious, yet happy to have found no wounds, the girl worked on 
getting to her knees. This was a greater feat than expected. The weight 
that must be the mud dampened her efforts, dripped from her skin, and 
pulled her down like magnets. It was a process from a sitting position 
to a crouch, from a crouch to kneeling—always thinking of her breath. 
It took a sort of lunge to get one knee up and she rested in this position, 
laying her chest along her thigh. The girl let her head hang and her 
arms dangle, and she played lazily with the muck at her fingertips. She 
could also see the tight curls of her hair dripping into the muck. Her hair 
seemed weightless as ever, but reaching much further than she expect-
ed. 

The mud was soft, silty. It was the softest thing the girl had ever 
touched. She recognized how absolutely full of debris it was too. Damp 
bits of ash, twigs, needles, even hair and little flecks of something white, 
flakey, and sharp-looking. She could barely even feel it. It shimmered 
between her fingers and through the gaps.

She sculpted simple impressions without resistance. There was no 
weight to the mud. Then she noticed, even the parts of her skin un-
soiled by dirt were heavy.

The bug was back, accompanied this time, moving too fast to see. 
Her eyes were unfocused anyway, tired. She tried to flick some mud 
at them but just stuck her finger in the puddled ground. Her knuckles 
seemed a bit gnarled, swollen in a way she hadn’t noticed before.

The woman could feel the pressure of skin around her figure and 
controlled her limbs with a sort of detachment. The sensation of entrap-
ment inside a vessel, pushing against the substance of her form to move, 
was tiring in itself. The sensation actually wasn’t all that unfamiliar, but 
this reality of it, the physical, actual tangibility of it, was. She had gone 
days, weeks, months feeling sluggish and detached in the past, but not 
like this. Normally, she’d give in and lay in bed all day, but for once, she 
really did want to get up.

Her lips pressed themselves thin. She reminded herself to breathe and 
heaved herself to her feet at last.

A small, wicker basket sat before her at the base of the tree, undam-

aged and empty. At the sight of it, her shoulders drooped, now twice as 
heavy as before. It was utterly lacking in the little, yellow flower she’d 
come for. 

Meredie’s wort, a rumored plant said to be in the same family as St. 
John’s wort, only so much stronger—an intense, cure-all antidepressant. 
It is supposed to grow in rotting logs, supposedly only visible when it 
blooms, supposedly only blooming during the first rain after summer. 
That’s what brought the woman here, a crumb trail of superstitions.

After a lifetime of prescriptions, counseling, therapy, and institutional-
ization, there was nothing else to try.

Hearsay brought her here, but she didn’t want it to keep her here. 
Wounded or not, surely there was something wrong with her body—
something more than the presiding chemical imbalance.

She found it difficult to connect with her feet, watching as the right 
one rose, moved forward, squelched in the shallow mud, then the left 
foot. She wanted to sprint, but the mud felt deeper than it looked. If she 
closed her eyes, she thought it was up to her hips. The grass was only 
a step away. There was a tiny line of field mushrooms separating green 
from brown, something that must have sprung up after the passing of 
the rain that still dampened the foliage.

She could not get past.
The realization came moments after the action. A step forward, a 

resistance, a step back. It happened so casually, with such gentleness. 
The woman could barely even recognize what just took place. The air 
was dry flour, clogging in her throat.

She tried again, balancing her thoughts on breathing and moving, 
breathing and moving. She lifted a foot, swinging it carefully over the 
white caps, but the air pushed it back with an elastic friction. Again, she 
had this horrible cloud of thoughts, that this should make sense, should 
have an explanation, but there was nothing about this that made any 
sense to her. She pushed the space in front of her, with her arms and 
then her whole upper body. There was no wall, no net, no bending 
branches in her way, but she could not get through. She fought the 
space like a waterbed, some untouchable barrier stretching and shrink-
ing and defying her. She pushed, she kicked, her limbs moving slowly, 
she did not think to breathe. The bugs, what must be gnats, clouded her 
peripheral vision in silence. She stumbled in a circle, along the perim-
eter of the mud all around the tree, the whole way scuffling for a way 
to escape. Her arms grew in weight and her hits became pitiful until, at 
last, she collapsed.

The swarm of pests diluted.
She sat there a while, observing. The sun never set, oozing through 

the branches. The space around the tree was barren as the tree’s limbs 
had blocked most sunlight here, but the space was a perfect circle, and 
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those tiny mushrooms lined the whole ring. Looking out over the grass, 
she saw the rain all around her. It had stopped, but it was not gone. 
Against the sky, all she could see was gray, but against the sunset and 
the saturated forest floor, she finally noticed the glittering air. Every drop 
that hadn’t hit the ground was frozen in place, hovering in tiny spheres. 
Nothing moved out there, beyond the ring, and nothing was making 
sense.

The woman looked up the naked tree, toward the shattered top she 
never actually reached. It took every muscle in her neck to hold her 
head up. The trunk was hollow and dead long before she’d tried to 
climb it. That tall cavity, now surely filled with water, reflecting the 
now-distancing lightning, was the perfect environment for Meredie’s 
wort to grow.

This was not her first time at the tree. Once she heard about the pos-
sibility of Meredie’s wort, she did all she could to prepare her collection 
of it. Once she found this tree, she knew that if the plant were to grow 
anywhere, it must be here. For weeks she had scouted it out, climbed 
it again and again until she had perfected her route to the peak. When 
a storm came, it arrived before dawn, completely unexpected, and the 
woman had fled her house without time to find someone to care for her 
place. The plants would go unwatered, every surface undusted, but that 
was hardly unusual. What if a window were left open, she wondered. 
What if mold consumed her bedsheets, and beetles slept in her place? 
She looked at herself, at what she could see all brown and tarnished, 
and thought of her house becoming like this. Her fingers, she saw, were 
turning to raisins in the moisture. Her whole hand in fact. Or, maybe 
not the moisture; she noticed softly-creased wrinkles on every visible 
piece of skin. Then she looked back at the tree.

Its bark was clean off, but most branches remained. She was sure 
she could climb it still, and that the flower would be there. Then she 
could take it home and she could burn it or cook it, make it into a tea or 
something nice. Maybe she’d try all those options if there were enough. 
She could use her kettle, for once, on the stove that had hardly been 
turned on in months. She could drink it and get up without a second 
thought and could clean up all the dust, new and old, and keep a plant 
alive.

She raised one unwieldy arm to the trunk, but not on the first try, not 
without nearly losing her breath, and not without swiping away a hefty 
lock of hair.

Her hand slipped right off without resistance; she came close to top-
pling. Her body felt nothing, but her mind was crisp with fear.

Each attempt to grab a branch, to make contact with the wood, was 
met with that same elastic resistance as the barrier, like an impossible 
wind, pushed her away.

She could not leave, and she could not interact with the tree.
It was like moving through molasses or moving in a nightmare, the 

doorknob in your hand that just keeps slipping out that you can’t quite 
get a hold of and the more you try, the worse it gets. Sure enough, the 
going got harder the more she tried. The edges of the tree began to blur 
in her vision; she struggled to perceive it through her frustration.

No, frustration would get her nowhere.
She could fight against her cage, find a way to escape, but without 

that Meridie’s wort, there would be little point. She’d be at home again, 
alone, with no idea how to do anything but be alone. She could try to 
leave empty-handed and fade away within herself, or she could leave 
with Meredie’s wort in pocket.

The rays of light that clawed through the branches laid penitentiary 
bars across her skin. The lines mocked her stomach and thighs, the 
stretch marks, the new wrinkles, and the other marks. She could not 
feel the warmth, but she thought she smelled the sickly green that heat 
pulls from grass. The umbrella of a tree above her bent with the weight 
of the sun, its dark underbranches lined like mushroom gills, like she 
was already buried below rot.

The lady hoisted up one burdened arm with the other, holding her 
right elbow in her left hand, her left elbow propped against her hip. 
She closed her eyes but did not hang her head. She knew the tree was 
there. Unlike the walls, this tree was real, and she knew it was real and 
that she had climbed it and that, at the top, some yellow flowers were 
waiting to be plucked, waiting for her fingers to snap their boney stems. 
With a slow breath, she leaned forward, envisioning the smooth wood. 
Then she felt it.

This startled her out of concentration and her hand slipped away like 
before. She stared in wonder, and found she was once more absolutely 
breathless. The must-be-gnats were sparse but twinkled like annoying 
little stars just out of view. Her head swam with frustration and wonder 
and will, but she tried again without a moment to lose. She was in a 
mental argument with reality, with the physical world. This tree is real, 
this tree is physical. I am real, I am physical. She shook with excitement 
as the tree manifested against her fingertips again. Her eyes were closed, 
but she knew where each branch was. It wasn’t invisible, but to see was 
to distract, and she’d climbed this plenty of times.

She reached up a bit and to the right, where she knew she’d find 
the first good branch to hold. The excitement when she was right gave 
her the energy to push past the muscle ache of her two-ton limbs. Just 
as she was convinced the tree was real, she was convinced the extra 
weight she bore was not. The arms of the tree, now without bark, were 
thinner, and that made them easier to grab. With her other hand, she 
reached for the next branch. Sure enough, she found it, and did not wait 
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to hoist herself up.
Something was missing.
The foothold she was accustomed to, the fold of bark she’d set her 

toes to so many times before, was gone, stripped with the rest.
Her feet scraped at the trunk, scrambled for some twisted root.
A branch snapped.
She was energized with thrill, but not fast enough to find another 

hold. In her scratching struggle through the fall, a fingernail caught and 
snapped.

The fall was not the problem, the problem was this tree just became 
unclimbable. The branch, which had rotted along with the whole tree, 
had broken off at the very base, torn off like a limb. A slight, jagged 
crater was all that remained in its place.

It actually seemed more rotten than before. The tree was far from 
smoldering and looked like it had been over that for a long time. Moss 
and lichen grew up its sides, along with steps of mushroom conks.

Meredie’s wort was now out of the question. There was no reason to 
leave, no reason not to fall and let the weight of her body pull her down, 
deep into the ground.

But she was suddenly distracted from the tree. More than raisined, 
her hands were entirely wrinkled. There were some new marks—sad 
dark spots—and a certain dullness in the overall tone. Most concern-
ing, it looked like the snapped nail was already healing, and healing all 
wrong.

The woman picked curiously at her split nail, the way the layers were 
torn like flakes in a pastry. She pinched it with her other hand and 
peeled it back.

At last, something she could interact with. It hurt without feeling, as 
if someone described to her in great detail how flesh can peel away 
from keratin. She cringed in sympathetic pain. With a great urge, it 
was detached. She dropped it like a dumbbell, watched it thud to the 
ground. Then she was a hundred pounds lighter. Her pinkie pointed up, 
weightless in the freedom.

Through her smile, she felt the skin on her face crinkling around her 
eyelids. This did not concern her. There was another way to escape.

For half a moment, the lady thought she caught a glimpse of one of 
the gnats, bugs, things. She could have sworn she saw arms and legs, a 
glowing yellow warmth, and a gesture. A come here kind of gesture. A 
don’t be afraid, I’m not going to hurt you kind of gesture.

She paused. Blinked. Tore off another nail. It was not as hard to do 
as she would have thought; there is so much strength in desperation. It 
happened again, the same as before. She felt free movement returning 
to those digits, unburdened. Well, less burdened.

At what exact layer of flesh can freedom be found entirely, she won-

dered, ignoring the sunny little figures drawing near.
She raised her hand to her head, fingers-without-nails outstretched 

and plucked a hair. The long strand, which should have been black but 
was now a gradient to white, dropped like a dart to the soil. The bodies 
at the corners of her vision danced in excitement.

She plucked a few more hairs, then a lock. They jumped with each 
one, nearly caught in her sight. There was a warmth on that bare patch 
of scalp now, something she’d been numb to. There were layers be-
tween still, her skin like an oven mitt to the world around her.

But she was closer.
Her hands grew gaunt but she knew she could outlive the rot of her 

body if only she could escape it in time.
She continued this process, scratched and scraped and tore with no 

affliction.
Each nail was worth a thousand in gravity, each hair a hundred feath-

ers off her back, each tooth an anchor drawn.
Every action freed her from this body, link by link.
The figures swarmed the lady, warming her vision with a golden hue, 

every being like a tiny yellow flower. 
Her body was a barrier, but at last, the figures could reach her.
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The first skin I shed 
Was my mother’s womb 
I was born molting 
Desperate to rid myself of soft 
Vulnerable flesh 
My final layer was peeled back 
On marble steps 
Under a persistent body 
He reeled back in horror 
Petrified to be caressed 
By an unrepentant viper 
When I saw my own curdled blood 
Spilled all I did was smile 
I was blessed by the gods

Medusa 
Madeleine Walters

Vinyl Babe

MARY ELLEN DRAPER
Digital
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Moirai 
(The Fates) 

Madeleine Walters

Clotho
I spin more lies
Than threads for clothing
In a job I never chose for myself.
I outfit people for all different lives.
I resent them for their drive
And endless ambition,
Because it won’t last.
I will.

Lachesis
I’m always pulling at strings.
Sometimes they get tangled

Like headphones in a pocket.
I help people find each other

And pull others apart.
“Manipulator,” you say.

“Possibility creator,” I reply.

Atropos
I am more loathsome

Than the reaper himself.
He thinks himself mighty

With a scythe.
I’m much more effective

With a single pair of scissors.
I cut off dead ends

And watch them fall to the floor.

Turtle in Trash 

ETHAN HOENIG
Spray Paint
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Pandora

I opened a box 
The world was riddled with sin 
And disease before I was born 
People love to blame the innocent 
To clear consciences of the corrupt 

I opened a box 
The only thing I released 
From an ornate chest 
Was hope, infection for the vain deities 
If humanity has hope 
Their power will wane 

I opened a box 
As the people learn to trust each other more
They’ll visit temples less 
Until the only thing people remember 
Is all the impulsive recklessness 
Of gods they don’t believe are real

Madeleine Walters

Wickedly Delicious

MARY ELLEN DRAPER
Digital
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‘Tis the Season of Cuffing and everywhere I look
couples appear, finding love as easy as steps in a recipe book.
Everyone says fun-filled romance is in the air,
yet I don’t see it fuckin’ anywhere.

Some spend their time on insta-worthy dates or enjoying cuddles
while others relive their childhood memories by jumping in puddles.
Meanwhile, I sit alone on my couch with my laptop aglow 
accompanied instead by fictional characters ‘cause it’s evident I have no beau.

This night was fairly normal, til out my window something clattered
I shut my laptop then peeked out the blinds to see what was the matter?
It was already past midnight and a truck started loud
but I had spied on them before and I can’t say I was proud. 

This time was different, his eyes pierced me like ice
I didn’t expect it, but dare I say it was nice? 
In that singular moment, time froze 
but the warmth of his smile kept it moving, or at least I suppose.

He wished me happy birthday through text and now in person 
screw you for deciding to make my crush worsen
Whatever. Large window, small talk.
It’s a tiny part of the day, but one that still leaves me agawk.

I try to shake it off and just go to bed
I can guarantee you all this overthinking is just bad for my head.
Sleeping is impossible until exhaustion takes over
but I wouldn’t say my luck with dreams resembles that of a four leaf clover.

Now Brynnoch! Now Spencer!
Now, Matt and Elijah!
On Cameron! On TJ!
On Nephi and Drew!
To the depths of heart!
To the front of my mind!
Now go away! Go away!
Go away feelings for all! 

Merry Fucking Christmas  
or An Ode to Singleness
Bridget Cunningham

All these boys which I have liked fill my head now, but why?
Some I’ve moved past while others still catch my eye. 
They still cross my mind ‘cause they are still part of my life. 
Their roles may have changed but memories cut like a knife.

This year alone new has come and old brought back
but a path through all of these feelings I still lack.
I don’t need a man and I don’t think I’m in love
but current crushes and confusion I’m still not free of!

Spencer was dressed so nicely you’d think he was gay
upon further inspection, there’s a lot more to say:
Possessing a beautiful voice and an artsy mind
his humor: entrances. His feelings: undefined.

Matt’’s eyes—how they sparkle! His smile—how pretty.
Our banter makes him blush and oh do I feel witty!
Small gestures mean the world when you don’t see someone a lot 
I truly wonder if I’ve been in a single thought. 

Brynnoch, a big flirt, similar to one from before 
Does he mean what he says? This game I abhor.
I’m curious to see what that really could become
but my mind tells my heart “Girl, don’t be so dumb!”

Drew and TJ  are best friends of mine that I love dearly.
Our relationships have never been defined too clearly 
flirting, caring, and joking, the chemistry is undeniable
For one reason or another, neither option is ever viable.

Now heed this warning I leave with all other’s hearts:
Being single does not protect you from having broken parts.
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i want my fingertips to know every bump and curve of your jawline
better than i know myself,
and i want your hands to explore the spaces in between my ribs.

follow my muscles like a road map
watch them tense and relax into you—
 
i could complete a dissertation on the way you flex your back
the gentle curve of unreleased stress around your shoulder blades, melting towards your waist
in an arrow that reminds me
we were once angelic, too.
 
we could play vampires;
bleed me dry and we can live forever.
you are made of stardust and promises
and i am made of glass
so tread lightly
until you shatter me
like you shattered your mom’s favorite vase
and then burn your fingers gluing me back together
 
we could be a fire if you wanted,
or we could stay like this.
 
a quiet, gentle passion.
 
i say “god, i love you” more than i ever did in church
and somehow it feels more true here;
lying next to you,
watching the way you breathe when you’re trying to convince yourself to fall asleep,
my knuckle stroking your cheek
and thanking the stardust in your skin
for every second we waste together.

stardust and 
promises 
Lyndsey Kay

Wing 1

GEOFFREY C. LEWIS
Ink on Paper + Digital Coloring
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Golden 

KILEYANNE LARSON
Ink + Watercolor

By The Candle Light 

SARAH BAUM
Digital
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The bad news: The kid who wobbled out of the door and onto his 
feet was definitely not old enough to have a license. He was skinny, 
with mousy brown hair in desperate need of a trim. It grew in uneven 
tufts. A streak of rusted blood fell from a cut hidden in his hairline. 

He took a few faltering steps toward me and directly into the white 
of my headlights. I saw the bruises on his arms. Too-thin arms. Inky 
blotches the shape and size of fingerprints. They ran up his body and 
underneath the too-large T-shirt he wore. Across his jaw was a fading 
bruise larger than the rest. It was turning a nasty shade of green and 
yellow that spread across his cheek. 

There were more words Dad wouldn’t have been proud of. 
The kid’s eyes grew wide, looking beyond my headlights past the 

dark road and into darker fields. When he spoke, his voice was barely a 
whisper against the quiet of night. “You need to get out of here.”

There was no one else around, so he must have been speaking to me. 
But he didn’t look me in the eye. He was still looking beyond me at the 
empty houses littered along the road. 

I took a step closer to the kid with my hand out. I had seen Dad 
creep up on a stray dog like this once. It had been wandering on a dirt 
road like this with a broken leg and visible ribs. Before Dad got too 
close, the mutt had scampered off into the nearest field and disap-
peared into the alfalfa. The boy looked just as skittish.

“What are you doing out at this time of night, kid?” I might have been 
playing the part of a normal Vale teenager by driving these backstreets 
at a quarter past two on a Saturday night, but he was young enough to 
be all tucked in and fast asleep. 

He didn’t answer. 
“I’m not gonna get you in trouble if you have a good reason for being 

out here.”
His socked foot drew circles in the dirt, not even a pair of shoes on 

him. He only wore socks, an oversized shirt, gym shorts, and goose-
bumps. It was warming up for summer, but I still had Dad’s old police 
hoodie on over my T-shirt and leggings. 

Careful to avoid the cut on my cheek, I pulled off my hoodie, balled 
it up, and threw it to the kid. He picked it up off the ground. “Why 
don’t you get in my truck and blast the heat. I’ll pull your car off to the 
side, then we’ll figure this out.”

He nodded and pulled on the hoodie with an almost hungry fervor. It 
engulfed him. He pressed the fabric close to his chest. When he trotted 
obediently to the passenger side of Harold, he finally looked at me. 
Those saucer-sized eyes were still wide open and scared. I put on my 
best version of a comforting smile. 

The SUV was still running when I hopped in the front seat. The 
inside was as shabby as the outside. The seats were torn and in need 

of a good vacuum. A quick search of the glove box and center console 
yielded no form of identification to tell me who the owner was. 

I shifted into drive and haphazardly pulled the car off the side of the 
road so it was tipping toward the weed-filled ditch, put it in park, and 
flipped the headlights off. I left the keys in the ignition and closed the 
door behind me. 

Then it was time to pop Harold’s hood and pray that the engine 
looked like it would still run. It had stopped smoking. Again, I wasn’t a 
car expert, but I suspected a lack of smoke was a good sign. The engine 
seemed to still be in one piece. It was the best I could hope for under 
the circumstances. 

When I tried the key, it turned over on the second try. Not bad con-
sidering Harold’s track record of being a terror to start. 

With a press of the clutch, the kid and I rolled through the stop sign 
and toward the center of town and its streetlights. The speedometer 
wouldn’t top ten without complaining loudly with a grinding, whining 
sound. 

I glanced at my passenger. He was fighting pathetically with the air-
bag. “Wanna explain to me what you were doing out here, now that I’ve 
proved I’m not the bad guy?”

“Because of my dad.” He was still shaking all over. I suspected it 
wasn’t the cold now. The heater’s dial was twisted as high as it would 
go. “He’s not a very nice man.” I gathered as much from the bruises. 

We passed a couple more houses with windows like vacant eyes. 
This street hadn’t sent chills down my spine two hours ago when I went 
to pick up Martha. It did now. 

“He drinks?” The men of Vale weren’t the most creative bunch. Drink-
ing was the main hobby of most everyone over sixteen. 

The kid’s words were a squeak. “He was stone sober tonight.” 
Another check in my rearview mirror. This time, there were two 

yellow spots of light bouncing down the road. We hadn’t made it more 
than two blocks from the accident. I swore as I killed the headlights, 
threw the gear into reverse, and backed up to the nearest abandoned 
lot. Harold’s engine seemed to roar as I coaxed the truck down the 
driveway. 

 I found a heavily shadowed spot beneath the car port. If the head-
lights belonged to a cop, I could flag him down. If not, well, then we 
could wait out the stranger from our hiding spot. 

The headlights sped closer down the road. They stopped by the 
parked SUV. A man got out of the driver’s seat. The kid tensed in his 
seat. His hand shot out to grab me by the arm. His fingers were no more 
than skin covered bones, but he had a deadly grip. We were a block 
away from the scene, and the world had fallen quiet around us, but I 
shushed him. 
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Unless the cops had replaced their uniforms with ugly wife beaters, 
then the man surveying the SUV was no cop. It was hard to make out a 
face at this distance, but I could see his shirt pulled over baggy sweats. 
Thick arms that looked more muscular than flabby. The flash of metal 
tucked into his waistband. 

I had been up the canyon to go shooting with Dad enough to know 
a gun when I saw one. “Shoot. Shoot. Shoot.” This time I actually did 
censor myself for the kid’s sake. He’d

heard plenty of my profanity tonight. “That’s your dad?” I whispered 
to him.

“Stone sober,” he repeated. 
The man kicked at the tire of the SUV. His wordless yell made his way 

through Harold’s windows. Stone sober and royally pissed, it seemed. 
I pulled my phone from my back pocket. The light of the lock screen 

lit up the cab. I shakily typed in 911 and set it on speakerphone. It rang 
and rang and rang. The man got back in his car. I was expecting, hop-
ing, for him to peel out down the dirt road, past us without a sideways 
glance out his window. Instead, his junker crept forward slower than 
Harold had. He paused at the first empty house he came to and stuck 
his head out the car window.

There was finally the click of someone picking up on the other line. 
“911. What’s your emergency?”

I used my best grownup voice. “I just picked up a kid on the westside 
of Vale. He’s a runaway. I think he’s been beat.” I looked at the kid. If 
he heard the words I spoke, he didn’t acknowledge them. His attention 
was fixed on the slowly approaching car. I readied my foot over the 
clutch and grabbed for my key in the ignition. “His dad is half a block 
away. He’s armed.”

The woman on the other side of the line stayed calm. “What address 
are you at currently?”

“700 West. Still two or three miles from the center of town.” My voice 
was shaking, no matter how grown up I tried to sound. “Please hurry.”

The car was getting closer now. He was yelling out of his windows at 
the empty houses and field. 

“Can you stay on the line until police arrive?” the woman asked. 
But the light from my phone was a giveaway. Even turned upside 

down, light leaked from the screen, and the faint static of the silent line 
was louder than a thunderstorm in the quiet of the countryside. 

“It’s not safe.” My finger hovered over the end call button. “Tell Dad 
it’s Gretchen.” I cut off the call.

The man was stopped at the house before our hiding place. There 
was no way Harold’s rusted and bent front bumper would be enough 
camoflauge to get him to drive past us. I pushed the kid low down in 
the seat. He hid behind the deployed airbag, and I hunched behind my 

steering wheel. 
“What’s your name anyway, kid?” I choked out the words. Anything 

to take his focus off of his dad. “I get that it’s not that important at the 
moment, but I’d like to know who I’m going to die next to.”

He hadn’t loosened his grip on my arm. “Teddy.” As the car drew 
closer, his finger closed tighter until they were cutting off my circulation.

“Teddy Lund? You were that kid in Suzie’s grade. She said you haven’t 
shown up in a while. All the kids were thinking you had moved without 
telling anyone. But the teachers were real worried.” 

Man. This kid was Suzie’s age. My little sister who was just starting in 
on her too-cool-for-you teenage years. 

I tried to take back my words. “We’re not going to die, by the way. I 
was only being dramatic.” It wasn’t much, but it was the most reassur-
ance I could offer at the moment.

With one hand still ready to twist the key, I felt along the door panel 
with the other until I found the window crank. Just cranked, I could hear 
the words Teddy’s dad shouted. 

“If you know what’s best for you, you little devil, you’d stop your 
hiding and get in my car. The longer you wait, the less pretty it’s gonna 
be when I find you.”

To my right was the soft creak of the door handle being pulled. Ted-
dy’s hand was on the latch. His fingers trembled. 

“Don’t you dare, mister.” I used my best imitation of Dad. “You are not 
going out there.”

He looked at me with those big doe eyes. “You don’t know what he 
could do.”

That was exactly the point. I didn’t know what he could do. And there 
was no way I was going to let Teddy figure it out. 

The nose of his dad’s car peeked out from behind the house. A long 
black hood. Cracked windshield. Rolled-down window. An old, mean 
face looking right at us. He knew. He had to. 

“Get outta that truck, boy. Don’t you know breaking into someone 
else’s property is a crime? Don’t make me come get you and show you 
how they punish criminals.”

Before Teddy could open the door, I turned the ignition key. Harold 
roared to life without so much as a cough. I whipped the truck into re-
verse and slammed down on the gas. With one arm slung over Teddy’s 
seat, I steered us out from under the carport into the backyard. Brakes 
screamed when I shifted into first and coaxed it into second, third. 

“Put on your seatbelt!” I yelled at the kid. He fumbled for the strap as 
we bounced along.

We were plowing through the yard toward the road, just cutting off 
the black car as it accelerated behind us. Harold protested. The engine 
started smoking again, but we were picking up speed and throwing 
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down a cloud of dust into the headlights of the black car. 
Ahead, the road curved. There was no time to hit the brakes or light-

en my foot on the gas. The two wheels on the outside of the curve leapt 
into the air. I fought to keep us grounded. My steering wheel shuttered 
at the angle. The doors rattled on their hinges when the tires once again 
found the ground.

The black car squealed as it peeled around the curve.
A mile in the distance, I could see the first of the street lights. Salva-

tion.
The crunch of metal on metal. Harold bucked as the black car 

rammed the truck bed. Teddy flew forward in his seat toward the spent 
airbag. His seatbelt caught him before he hit the dash. I wasn’t so lucky. 

My forehead slammed against the steering wheel. I didn’t let go, 
didn’t let up on the gas. A new sting as a fresh cut opened up. More 
blood clouding my vision. No time to feel woozy now. 

I shifted into the highest gear. Pushed the speedometer higher. The 
engine was sputtering. It belched smoke. Coughed. Wheezed. Died. 
We stopped accelerating. The black car hit again. I grabbed for Teddy 
and held him firm in his seat. His dad pushed us toward the city lights. I 
fought for control as the dirt road bled into asphalt. 

Blue and red flashed in front of us. A pair of cop cars with blaring si-
rens turned onto the road a block ahead of us. My foot smashed into the 
brakes and my hands yanked at the steering wheel with reflexes quicker 
than my own. We swung around, broadside of Harold to the cops. The 
black car didn’t stop. It drilled into the driver side. Its hood bent like 
aluminum foil. Harold’s rear end slammed into one of the cop cars. The 
black car screeched past in a mangle of metal frame and flashing blue 
and red smoke. 

The world had gone silent and still. Behind my closed eyes, there 
were pulses of red and blue. Somewhere, the distant sound of sirens 
and the hoarse sound of men’s voices called out commands. 

I opened my eyes. 
My truck was on its side. The solid, metal frame hadn’t buckled. One 

of my arms rested against asphalt where the driver side window should 
have been. To my right—or was it above me?—Teddy was suspended 
by his seatbelt, completely still except the occasional blink as he fought 
for consciousness. Alive, at the very least. 

Teddy’s door opened. 
“Dad?” The officer was still in his pajamas with a badge pinned to his 

T-shirt. But it was my dad, backlit like an angel from the flashing light. 
I thought about Harold on its side, smoke leaking into the black sky. 

The impacts of the black car on my rear bumper. The truck’s final breath 
as the engine gave out. There was no way Dad was going to kill me. 
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and deep green hostas, poppies, soft pink peonies, and blanket flowers. 
Just as Penny was about to scold Roy for ruining her surprise, “Oh-

okay! Let’s buy it!” Beth beamed. “Ms. Boone, first thing after we are 
settled, you best come over for dinner!” 

“Well, I’d be delighted.” Penny sang, melodic as a lullaby. 
A month later, the Gleasons were readying their home for their first 

house guest. Beth had prepared a roast so moist she wondered if the 
beast could swim, and Roy had polished the Chevy twice (Beth almost 
commented on the pricey lawn ornament but thought better of it). 

After three quick raps on the door, Beth graciously welcomed Ms. 
Boone into their home. Penny was wearing her brown hair in victory 
rolls and had brought dinner rolls as well. They had a lovely meal—
Beth cheered in her head for how perfectly the roast was cooked—and 
very pleasant conversation. 

“Did y’all decide to change the sink in the bathroom?”
“Not yet,” Roy grumbled. “I’ll hafta go down in the crawl space and 

check the pipes, make sure we don’t hit anything.” 
“Crawl space? Whatever for?” Penny blushed.
“Well, um, to make sure we don’t hit anything loose, ruin the plumb-

ing.” 
“Of course, silly me!” She recovered, dabbing her lips with Beth’s new 

cloth napkins. “All these years of real estate, you’d think I would have 
picked up a thing or two about renovations.” 

Beth, seeing how embarrassed Penny was, added, “Well, we can 
leave that to the men! Darling, why don’t you go check that after dinner; 
they are coming tomorrow to see about installation after all. Penny can 
help me decide what color to paint the foyer.” 

After the three had licked clean their supper plates, Roy excused 
himself to investigate the crawl space, and Beth made quick work of the 
dishes. 

“I need to use the ladies room, honey. I’ll be right back, and we can 
talk paint swatches!”

Penny charged down the hall that held the half-bath and staircase 
to the basement, and Beth turned her back and busied herself loading 
the dishwasher. Once again, her gaze fell on those miraculous blooms 
outside her kitchen window. Roy had gifted her a new camera for their 
anniversary two days ago, and she was itching to see the vibrant colors 
under a flash. 

BANG!
A noise louder than sin came from under the house.

“Roy, you had better not be destroying things down there!” Beth 
yelled, pulled from her reverie. 

“Well, Beth, I had planned on keeping y’all around longer.” Penny 
strode into the kitchen and slid the brown victory rolls from her scalp, 

leaving behind boisterous, honey-colored curls. “But that fool husband 
of yours just had to go creepin’ down in the crawl space. And you, so 
antsy to change every little thing about my house.” 

“What in—my lord! Penny…wh-what happened to your skirt?” Dark 
brown speckles were littering the blue satin fabric like a dalmatian’s 
spots, right where Penny pulled a handgun out of the folds. Beth sunk 
against the cabinets and clutched the counter, praying her husband 
would walk into the room and save her. 

“Well, I think your husband just gave me the perfect color for the 
foyer.”

Beth never even saw the flash. 
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strays, thinking about his mother’s failed attempts at teaching him the 
painting style, when a barely audible, shaky voice hummed around the 
corner. Peeking around the rust-colored brick, he saw a young man 
standing with his fists clenched, his mouth a hard line. A powder-blue 
shirt was tucked into his tan trousers—business attire—but his black 
hair was ruffled, like he had been running. He looked like Kuo. Chinese. 

Standing in front of him was a tall, slender figure dressed in the colors 
of a bruise. A small flicker of light twisted in his hand, the reflection 
from a knife blade. Blonde hair peeked out from the rim of his hood. 

“What do you want?” The first man asked proudly, keeping a tone of 
authority. 

“For starters, your wallet,” the blonde man answered with a nasal 
voice. 

Anger made the end of Kuo’s fingers twitch, and not for the first time, 
he replayed his father’s dying words. In that moment, Kuo pondered the 
meaning of family. Was his mother truly the only family he had left? He 
certainly thought Fei Hong to be as well, and even his neighbors, those 
who consoled his mother and crowded their small kitchen after his 
father grew weak. Kuo could envision the small community he resided 
in, and not one of them would turn him away if he were in need. Is that 
not family? 

Stepping out from around the corner, Kuo addressed the man in black, 
“I don’t think that is necessary.” Tension ebbed off the pinned man’s blue 
shirt.  

“Well, my lucky day,” growled the attacker, “two chinks.” 
“Tsk, no respect. I was hoping we could avoid slurs in favor of man-

ners. You know, the ones most people were taught as toddlers.” Kuo 
shot back, his head low. 

“Or,” the mugger twirled the black knife handle in his palm, “I could 
teach you some.” 

Pressing his hand to the red embroidery on his jacket, Kuo outlined 
the bumpy, red stitch of the dragon’s spine with his index finger and 
commanded, “Nian, awake.” 

The embroidery began to roil, twisting the fabric and colors as the 
braided dragon began to dance. Golden sparks flickered as his claws 
scraped the black fabric of the jacket, winding around the horns and tal-
ons that grew into spires, white thread being weaved into serrated bone. 
The sparks followed the threading like a flame on a fuse, each strand 
being plaited tighter and tighter until it formed a hard, metallic scale.

His snout came first. The threads were still coiling into the little round 
shields that made his skin, his armor, but pointed fangs were solid as he 
snarled. Next came claws, eager to be sharpened. His serpentine body 
followed, each of the scales locking into place and golden fireworks 
lighting his irises as he emerged from the ink-colored satin. He was 

not a big dragon, about the size of a large dog, as he hovered with one 
clawed paw on Kuo’s shoulder. Nian had awoken. 

 The fall of the knife snapped Nian’s golden scowl onto the man in 
black. The attacker froze for one heartbeat, then bolted down the alley. 
Snout clouded in smoke, the dragon hissed and offered a golden side-
ways glance to the teen wearing his jacket. 

Kuo would defend his family. 
“Nian, hunt.” 
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